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PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS Oß WABIIN CHADÔ:
GREAT TEA MASTERS JÔ.ÔAI\ID RIIffÛ

3.I. INTRODUCTION: ¡ôô'S NOTION OF
PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS

ruN

IN CIIADÔ¡

In the history of chadô, and especially of wabichadó, usually three penons

are

mentioned: Shukô (1423-1502), Jô-ô (1502-1555), and Rikyû (1522-1591). Shukô
is said to be the founder of Te4 formalising the philosophical background for Tea
as a Way. Jô-ô studied Tea under Shukô's disciples and ca¡ried the idea firther,
emphasising the aesthetic values of Tea. Finally, Rikyû, Jô-ô's disciple, developed

it

into the form which is followed today. In this chapter, I shall focus on the
impact of Jô-ô and Rikyû, who can be said to be the most importânt persons in the
development of wabichadô. I also discuss Shukô's main ideas of Tea and his
relationship with Jô-ô in order to clariff the development of wabi as a philosophical and aesthetic concept in the Way of Tea.
In Section 3.1.1,I shall focus on a comparisonof Eigata,ga, with Yamanoue
Sôjiki, i.e., the simila¡ities in the teachings in chadô (Yamanoue Sôjild) and in
poetry (Eigataigai'¡, as well as simila¡ities with the teachings of Shukô tn Kokoro

no Fumi. Eigataigai is important for an undentanding of Jô-ô's Tea

because

sanataka's lecture on Eigataigai has been said to have made a deep impression on
Jô-ô. Through it he understood the true meaning of chadô. Yamanoue.só7'ilci is an

essential source in transmitting the styles and ideas of Tea of the Great Tea
Masters; Shukô's Kokoro no Fumi also can be presumed to have had a considerable impact on Jô-ô's Tea. Through Sôgo and Sôchin, Shukô's idea of wabichadô
was conveyed to Jô-ô (Section 3.1.2). Finally, in Section 3.1.3,I introduce some

of Jô-ô's precepts for his disciples regarding the Way of Tea, based mainly on a
study of-ró-ó Montei e no Hatto, MataJíttei no Koto andJô-ô Wabi no Fumi.

3.1.1.

'Ileart in Otd and Mind in New': The Influence ol EigataÍgaÍ

For Jô-ô, to study Eigataigai meant studying teachings of the great masters of
poetry. Through Eigataigai, Jô-ô also ¡ealised the true meaning of Tea. He turned
from poetry to Tea studies, and later, became a Master of Tea himself. Therefore,

in order to

unde¡stand Jô-ô's idea of Tea studying Eigataigai is essential and
should not be ignored. This is confirmed 'tnYamanoue Sôjild,which reports:
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J&ô was a teacher of renga poety (linked verse) until the age of thirty. After listening
to Lord Sanjô Sanetakas lecture on Eikataigafs introduction, he changed to chanoyu
and become a Great Master. He [Jô-6] included this explanation in his secret teachings
and it was passed on by an authorised disciple.

since there no longer is information available on what Sanetaka (1455-1537) said
in this lecture, how he interpreted or understood the int¡oduction of Teika's Eigataigai, or how Jô-ô understood Sanetaka's explanation" I have chosen the follow-

ing two passages from Eigataigai as the most representative of the texts making
an impression on Jô6. This selection is based on the similarities befiÌeen EilØtaigai and Yamanoue Sôjíki, along with the assumption that some parts of Yamanoue Sôjiki may be rewritten texts by Jô-ô,2e7 that fu¡ther confirm the claim that
the following citations ftom Eigataigai may be the ones that led Jô-ô to an understanding of the true meaning of chanoyu. These citations from Eigataigai a¡e the
following:
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Let your mind accept the new try to compose poems that havcn't b€cn madc yca but usc words of old
onc should not us€ words later than was used i¡ S¡ndaisht (Kokinsht, Goscnshil, Shäishù), yet
Shinkokinsht is also an appropriate one. General appearance leam from the superior songs of
the old great masters this is not â mâttcr ofagc. L.cam style (appearance) ofpo€m by rcading grcat
poems

ofths
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masters,
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Originally there are no teachers ín (waka) poety. Old poems are the only teacher. One
should enter wholeheartedly, deep into the world (atnosphere) of the old great poems
and study the use of words by Masters. After doing this anyone can croate good poety.

In comparison, Yamanoue Sójilcr says that,

2e6
297
298

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 98.

This is also noted by Kuwata (1956a, p. 125), who stâtes that parts of the text may be additions by J&ô or Rikyû. However, similarities among Ydmanoue Sôjiki, Eigataigai, and Jùô
Ibun: Mata Jittei no Kolo, suggest more by Jô-ô.
Eigataigai, p. I14.

A work by Fujiwara

Teika completed during

l2l3-l2lg. Eigataigai is
lF, #r, and

said to express Teika's ideas on poetry from later years. The Chinese characters

ff
zee

are written in the text with old characers which were not available to me. See, e.g.,
Kangorin, characters no. 297 0, 4458, 7 61 5.

Eikataigai, p. I15.
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ln learning the methods (means) of chanoyu, using the old is important; in creativity
the importance is in the new. General appearance: leam from the great masters and
combine these in the present time. These are the matters to consider.

The simila¡ities between these two sources a¡e obvious: both of them teach that
means or tools should be 'old', but mind, or creativity, should be in the 'ne#'. The
foundation for studies as well as the general appeaftrnce (rttteÐ or style (form, sngata) should be learnt from the old masters with great talent ('use words of old'),
such as Shukô or Teika, In other words, one can leam two things by studying
great masters: a style and a general feeling. And both of these should be combined

in the atmosphere of the present time. To give an example from the world of Tea,
this means according to Jô-ô that, fustly one should study carefully old Chinese
masterpieces, their history and their use. After knowing them thoroughly, one is
ready to cultivate one's own creativity, the so-called'skilled eye' (Section 3.1.3.2),
such as creating a new style of serving tea or handling and combining utensils, or
even a new style of the tea-room. Besides a sound knowledge of the old masters,
one has to possess a heart, sensitivity for arts, and refined taste to become a Master of Tea. According lo Yamanoue Sôjikí, in the practice of Tea Jô-ô also emphasised the old style and studying the old masters by owning more than sixty famous
Chinese utensils. Besides these old pieces, he also created many new tea utensils,
and it is said that most of the utensils in Tea were chosen by the skilled eye of the
master Jô-ô (Section 4.3).tot
The concept of 'no teacher' in tlte second passage from Eilcataigai cited ea¡lier
is also found in Yamanoue Sôjik|.
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 94. See also Jô-ô lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto in CKZ 3, p. 30.
sentence can be found also in this source:
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The methods (means) of chanoyu are: in leaming, using the'old' is
essential, but in creativity the importance is in the 'new'. General aPPearance leam from
Great Masters and combine these in the present time.

301

302

Notice also similarities with Tsukuba Mondô (1372) on writing and studying renga poeÍy
where beginners are said have 10 study the style and the use of the words from the old
masterpieces such as Manyôshu or Ise Monogatari, and study under the guidance of a
master. Firstly, one should study the style of the oldrengas, put one's heart into them and
study continuously from dawn to sunset in order to be able, finally, to compose the kind of
poem one intended at from the beginning Tsukuba Mondô, pp. 85-86, 93-94.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 105.
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cenerally speaking, rn chanayu, from the past until the present, there have been no
written texts. only to look at old chinese utensils several times, to participate often in
tea gatherings of skillful Tea persons, to exert one's creativþ, and to be rcady ro
prepare Tea from dawn to evening

- these are the teacher.

Moreover, in comparison with chakimeibutsushû by sôji, a postscript to yamanoue Sôjíki, it can b€ shown that the information is more or less simila¡ in all of
these three sources:
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Generally speaking, in chanoyu, from the past until the presen! there have been no
written texts. And also no teachers. only to look at old chinese utensils several times,
and to be ready to prepare Te¿ from dawn to evening - this becomes a teacher.

Eilrataigai says that there is no teacher in poetry and Yamanoue Sôjiki says that
there are no teachings in Tea. Similarly, n Chakimeibutsushû it is said that there
are no written texts nor teachers in Tea. Learning without a teacher takes place
when one enters the atmosphere of old poems or style of chanoyu and studies by
observing the great masters. This is the only teacher one needs. In these citations,
the word teacher does not refer only to the concrete person, but also to the old
style of the great masters.
Kazue seems to find the first citation ftom Eigatarþai introduced in this study
neither very remarkable nor important. Bur, as in this study, he notes that the word
I<okoro

(lË) is used to express the poets' new and great ideas. Kazue

emphasises

the second citation, which states that there are no teachen in poetry, and explains
that in the arts, the role of the teacher is to show a starting point, or to lead a
student in the right direction, and in the end, a student should even exceed thei¡
teacher's ability to exert his own influence and personality in arts. According
to Kazue, for Jôó this challenge was to combine the shoin style of Te4 i.e., the
most formal style of Tea" with the Shukô's rough style which can be considered
as being a first step toward the wabi style of Tea.3ø Kazue's choice of the word

"to exceed", "to go beyond" one's teacher, is not entirely in accord with this
analysis. I shall be showing later in this study that Jô-ô did not so much exceed his
teacher Shukô; but rather, he followed Shukô's idea of chadô, but took it in new
directions.
But, as regards the philosophical ideas of rough wabi style of Te4 Shukô was
apparently more advanced than Jô-ô. This statement is based on the passage found
in Yamanoue Sôjiki30s which states that Jô-ô's style of Tea presents the proper

303
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Chakimeibutsushû, p. 500.

Kazue 1985, pp. 100-101,

lo5 Yamanoue

Sôjiki, p. 99.
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89

it is like the cherry blossoms of Yoshino when full

bloom has already
passed and the sunmer has passed, too. Jô-ô's Tea is like the autumn moon and
crimson leaves. On the other hand, Shukô's Tea is described as being like mountains covered with snow. According to this, it seems that Shukô's Tea was more

of austere wabi than Jô-ô's Tea (see also Chapter 5). The
emphasis in Jô-ô's style of Tea is on a chill and withered style whereas Shukô
advanced in the spirit

emphasises the use of contrasting elements (Section 3.2.I).

In contrast to Kazue, Kuwata pays attention only to the fust citation of Eigataigai: have your mind in the new, but use words of the old; learn the style of
composing poems from the old great masters. He interprets this passage as expressing the importance of practice (style of leaming) and creativity in poetry as
well as in Tea. Kuwata continues by saying that it was not only Teika's Eigataigai, but also his poetry that influenced Jôì's idea of Tea.36 As an example of
this, he mentions Teika's poem in Nanpôroht "'When I look around...", but does
not mention the other poem by Teika found in Jô-ô llabi no Frrni, "The world
without falsehood and lies..." (Section 2.3.4), which can be considered of equal
importance.3oT

of these citations from Eigataigai are
equally significant in explaining the influence of Eigataigai on Jô-ô's philosophical aspects in Tea I would like to consider the following rwo important
factors in these citations: the idea of 'no teache/ and the two different cha¡acters
for l+pkoro:,ù. and lË.'08 The ftst þal<oro,,l., in this context, is more spirihral in
meaning than the second. It conveys a meaning simila¡ to the word wabi lcokoro,
the wabi mind, i.e., heart, spirit, or soul introduced in Chapter 2. In other words,
Besides the presumption that both

the general atmosphere, or the spirit of the poems should sink through one's hea¡t,
so that one truly feels and understands them deep in one's heart. Therefore, for a

106
307

Kuwata 1958, p. I 16; Kuwata 1987, pp. 69-70.
See also Narukawa 1983, pp. 54-55; Kumakura 1990, p. 130. Narukawa se€ms to agree with
Kuwata's opinion on practice and creativity in Tea, as does also Kumakura who writes that
the spirit of poetry is in finding something new, a way of looking at things or feeling (øste)
that has not been used beforc. Yet the words one uses should be old, elegant, and refined.
Also in chanoyu, while using old utensils one should have one's mind in the new - being
ready to create something original.

308 Konishi

1991, pp. 41, lg4,2OO,23O. Konishi writes that 'n walca and, renga poe,try lcokoro
(,f,r) means spirit or essential naire (hon'). He also explains that there are tìÃ/o kinds of
kokoro (in poetry): emotional (the speaker's or poet's range of feelings) and conventional
(based on mutual agreement unconnected to a poet's individual feelings). Emottonal kokoro
is again called subjective kokoro and conventional kokoro, objective kolcaro. About Teika's
kokoro Konishi writes that "he objectivized the subjective kokoro and, enters the objective
kokoro la grasp it again at a d€€p level ofawareness. Since Teika's concept of lcokoro cutttot
be explicitly expressed, he embeds his poetry with clues that will aid a reader in gaining a
deeper understanding of the poetic objecl" Similarly to Konishi, I also consider the word
kokoro to contain a deeper meaning than just mind. It includes the meanings of mind, heart,
spirit and even soul.

90
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good poet, not only a talent for using rvords but also spint, kokoro, is needed,
meaning that one needs also to possess a delicate sensibility for poems (an
invisible eye to the heart of poetry).
Nishio Minoru writes that from the combination of words (katoba) and heart
(kokoro) arises the form (sugata) of literature. Later on he clarifies his statement
by concluding that the "form of poetry (sugata) is the result of the transfomration
from the heart into the words."3@ The initial requirement and perhaps most
important factor is to possess heart, the spirit (lcokoro) for poery. In addition,
another important factor is an ability to use words skillfully. However, in good
poetry heart (kolaro) and words (kotoba) should be in balance. A good example
of the importance of this balance can be found in the preface to Kokinwakashtû
where, commenting on the poet Ariwara no Narihir4 it is stated that "there is
plenty of heart (kokoro) in his poems but the words are insufificient", and on
Funya no Yasuhide that, "he uses words masterfully (skillfully), but there is no
heart.u3ro The other concept for løkoro (lË) is understood in this study and in this
context to suggest the meaning of mind, and more precisely the creative mind,
having an impact or effect on something, describing the outer appearance or features of an object, its beauty or taste (omomuki). Ttrough these meanings,lcokoro
expresses a kind

offeeling in the a¡ts.

Teikas idea of good poetry contains four notions: a combination of heart or
soul (løkoro,f,.), words (lcotoba), and general appearance (fûtei),which is another
expression of (sugata). Finally, after mastering these three, a creative mind
(kokoro ffi) referring to one's own personality as well as to one's ability to introduce new ideas, is needed. All of these are needed to write good poetry. In Tea
the same combination is required. But, instead of the words one ltses the old styles
of serving tea with the type of tea utensils which have become established in the
use ofTea.

Another notable factor is the concept of 'no teacher' in Tea and in poetry,
which suggests the idea of Buddha nature3rr as well as the fact that all the answers
exist already in one's heart (sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.6). It may also suggest the
master-disciple relationship in which the teachings are üansmitted orally. This
means that leaming should happen through one's own experience by watching and

touching, i.e., by using one's senses and not only by studying theories from books,
similarly to what was taught in the lo¡rc.9afa: persons who have great wisdom
shall immediately understand the truth (teachings) when they hear it. This is called

3oe Nishio

3lo

3l

I

1967, pp.

t08-l

10.

Kokinwakashû t981, p. 100.
Compare this to Ryôj¡nhisho, p. 68: "It is a great pity ifone does not know that this body of
ours has originally been together with three appearaoces @odies) of Buddha as well as the
Buddha nature." For more details, see Section 2.3.5.

9l
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having'a jewel'hidden in one's heart (Section 2.3-3).In this sense, Shukô's Kokoro no Fumi ends with the sentence, ,L. Ø ÉF å z. /Àfu. ,ù. ä Éñ¿ g' 5 ¿ltz
'Be the master of your heart - do not let heart be your master'. First and foremost,
one's own effort is important - without someone's having an aspiration for studies,
no teacher can teach that person. Secondly, the studies of style or technique
(studying words and forms of old poems, or old famous utensils in Tea, entering
the atmosphere of old poems, or participating in tea gatherings) are necessary.
One cannot reach the style of a master only by having heart. And finally, one's
own creativity is needed. Hence, the pr:rpose of a teacher is to show the di¡ection,
but one must find the way by oneself. Being one's own master means that studies
should start and answers should be searched for inside one's heart as is also taught
earlier in the Zolas.Sufra, not outside of oneself.
It was also found in Nanpôroht ea¡lier in this study (Section2.3.6) that'all
the answers are already in ou¡ hea¡tsr.3l3 11ts heaf is one's best teacher and therein all the answers will be found. This is not to suggest that all hearts would be
good hearts, but those hea¡ts that aspire to study and practise selÊdiscipline, they
will know the truth when they hear it (the Lotus Sutra,see Section 2-3.3). The idea
of 'no-teache/ is one of the central themes inZen philosophy in which the importance

ofa

teacher or set doctrines is not emphasised. In Shôbôgenzô, Dôgen de-

scribes this as the true nature ofthings:
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No maner whether one follows the scripture or the practical knowledge, but in studying
something, one becomes enlightened alone without a teacher. Becoming enlightened
alone without a teacher is an act ofthe tue nature ofthings.

Becoming enlightened means returning to the essential nature of things, i.e., to the
original Buddha nature, and because this Buddha nature already exists in everyone, a teacher is not necessary (see Section 2.3.5). The concept of 'no-teachet'
does not literally mean without a teacher, but that 'the self' becomes one with the

312

Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi At€ Isshi, p. 4. In note 15, it states that we should be masters
of our heart and should not let the heart be the master. The sentence refers to the Zen saying,

,ù.àæ ¿ L(,ù.äæ ¿ t.ðõ:
3

13

314

¿. Letthehearrbeyourseed-donotlettheseed

become your heart.

Nanpôroku, p. 17. See the explanation of the sentence ¡'øîEf¡#*,,ù' la õ ð above in
Section 2.3.6. Compare also with Suzuki 1934, p. 13. Suzuki explains this idea by saying
"lf I am asked what Zen teaches, I would answ€r, Zen teaches nothing. Whatever teachings
there are in Zen, they come out of one's own mind." Suzuki does not mean that there is
nothing Zen can teach us- But Zen does not teach us with a system based on intellectual
analysis or logic. Zen teaches us moral and ethical rules by which to conduct our everyday
liv€s to reach the goal of ultimate knowledge, which is universal by nature.
Shôbôgenzô,

vol. l: Hosshô, p. 94.

See also

Cleary 1986, p.38.
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teacher as an inseparable pair and the existence
even though it exists spiritually in one's hea¡t.315

3.1.2. From Proper style,
^gåô/úfei toward

ofa

teacher vanishes physically

chill, Lean and lvithered

rn Nanpôrolø it is said that Jô-ô leamt Tea from shukô's disciples sôchin and
sôgo. Therefore, even though he was not shukô's direct student, to have a bette¡
understanding of Jô-ô's philosophicat background of wabichadô, shukô's influence should not be forgotten.

#Ð /
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In stories from Rikyû it says: persons called sôchin and Sôgo were shukôs disciples.
Jô-ô studied chanoyu from these two persons.

Yamanoue.Só7ïh also supports the claim that Jô-ô can be said to be the follower
Shukô's style of Tea:

*Jt,/ ËEtËk. Ë8. *lf . *8. ää. ffitË,
Sôgo, Zenkô,
tradition.

Fujita

Sôtaku, Jôteki and Jô-ô

-

of

fBEt&3r?

they all have continued Shukô's

These two passages strongly suggest that Jô-ô studied rea under shukô's
disciples, which supports the claim that they conveyed Shukô's idea of Tea to
Jô-ô. The meaning of teacher, as described in Eigataigai in the previous section,
leads us to the conclusion that the teachings of shukô, as well as Eigataigai, can
be considered to be the old great masters' of Tea for Jôó. Therefore, I consider

it to be essential to compare the contents of Eígataigai

and yamanoue Sôjiki
(section 3.1.1) with shukô's Kokaro no Fumi. This comparison helps us to reach a
deeper understanding of the nature of Jô-ô's Tea as well as of the development of
wabichadô in general.

According lo Eigataigai, to study the use of words from the masterpieces of
poetry (Ëil lt fE å ä U ( Æ Þ -¡ L), to be able to sense, to enter wholeheartedly into the world of poety 0ù'ä É E[ ll * Ð), and to stndy the general
appearance, the form, or the style of poetry from poems of the great masters (Et ûF
ùt fË ÊE 0) fr, É 0> æ W.ll'fi å. -¡ L), all of these three factors can be
considered to establish a foundatior¡ or to be a kind of necessary preparatory work
I

I

s

Compare this with the idea that a student is a reflection of a teacher, which was explained in
Yamanoue Só7r,ti using the metaphor water reflecting in a container. For more details, see
Section 2.3.6.

3ló Nanpôroku, p.4.
3t7 Yamanoue Sôjiki,

p. 52.
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for studies. Kokoro no Fumi calls this prepaxatory work 'the preparation of the
heart',lrokoro no shitaji (,ù. Ø T tü):
tÔ
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Speaking about chill and withered, as a beginner one should not use þandlel such
utensils as Bizen and Shigaraki, in order to show that one has reached a higher level
this is something so unforgivable that words are not enough to describe it Withered
means to own great (famed) utensils and to understand their beauty and prestige. In
accordance with this lrçDe¡4lion-ofl;bg-hea4 it becomes possible for one to move
toward a higher state of beauty, and again to move all the way through the beauty of
chilt and lean. For the first time, in this state, one will discover [create] something

-

interesting.

Shukô seems to be familia¡ with the poetic ideas of the time (using the terms &are,
hiel<are, and hieyase).3|e Moreover, based on the simila¡ities in context and expression between Shinlei's Sôzu Teikin and Shukô Kokoroní Funi, such as the use
of the expressions "chill" and "withered", it is possible that Chônin (alias Furuichi
Harima, a recipient of Shukô's letter) had shown a copy of Shinkeîs Sôzu Teikinto
Shukô and had asked for simila¡ instruction in the Way of Tea.320
Esperanza Rami¡ez-Ch¡istensen also sees a connection with Shinkei's poetry
and wabi aesthetics. They both convey the idea of the Buddhist truth of impermanence and emptiness. She continues that the idea of cold describes the quality

of a poetry that is pwe expression, a poetry beyond the dichotomy of subject and
object. On the other hand, cold also means pu¡ified diction shorn of all omaments.
In Shukô's idea of beauty this pure expression (cold), i.e., the highest state, would
be'chill, lean and withered', conveying ideas simila¡ to Shinkei's poetry: the irnpefmanenc€, solitude, coldness and modesty in outer appearance.32l
The ambiguity of the cited passage of Kolcoro no Fumi, as well as the dif-

ficulty of giving an exact and detailed explanation for the words løre, híekare,
talækurami, and hieyase, can be seen in many other interpretations of the citation.

Forexample,Hirotatranslatesthepassage^È

Þ ó å È:/¿ll ( à{¡S

as "without having gained recognition from anyone, they assume the airs of being

far advanced and seasoned",3z in showing a masterly use of the words. He takes

3lt
319

Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate Isshi, p. 3.

Rimer and Yamazaki 1984, p. 262, and ibid., pp. xx-xxi. According to Rimer, the teachings
of Nó were not shared with other actors outside the family, or with the public, in any form.
This means that Shukô could not be aware of the use of the similar expression of takekarami
illustrating'the stage of high advancement'('the prefect freedom) in /Vó.

320 Hiroø

t2t

1995, p. 196.

Ramirez-Christensen 1994, pp. 194-196.
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takelaramu as meaning something that is "elevated',, ',matured" (seasoned) and
"past prime", "steeped in knowledge and experience,.323 on the other hand,
Hirota
suggests the interpretation "without having gained recognition from anyone', for

the word yurusanu, which can also mean being 'unforgivable' according to its
dictionary meaning as suggested in this study. The difference between these two
translations lies in the nuances of whether the beginners who have not gained
the recognition of anyone think of themselves as being more advanced in Tea
(Hirota), or whether the behaviour of beginners who attempt to show themselves
to be more advanced than they are is unspeakable (this study). According to the
text, both translations are possible. I would also like to address the problem of
translating the words, nochi made (lå * f) which Hirota translates apparently as
"thereafter", refening to the "very ground of one's heart and mind" (koløro no
shitaji) and takehtramite, meaning that after rcaching this state one is able to
bring out the beauty of 'chill and lean'. But, could nochi made not also be
understood as a final end o¡ the ultimate state of 'chill and lean' (hieyase)? The
idea is that, after reaching this ultimate state one's Tea becomes truly fascinating.
Horikuchi interprets the words 'chill and withered' (híekaruru) and 'chill and
Iean' (hieyaseru) to mean the same thing, and furthermore, that they mean the
same as Shinkei's words 'cold, lean and witrered' (karelcashitrcte samuí). He also
sees an equivalence \À/ith Shukô's use of the word takehtramre (written with the
chinese cha¡acter takenawa or ran, meaning "rise high" or "be advanced") and
Shinkei's use of the word taketakaku (written with the Chinese characters "long"
and "high") in the books sasameløto and oinolcurilØtu-324 For Hofüuchi, talcekuramíte refers to the highest state of the heart and the highest state of learning32s
similar to 'chill and lean' (hieyase\ in Kokoro no Fumi.326
322 Hirota

1995, p. 198. Hirota translates the passage cited above as follows: "These days, however, mere novices, thinking to exemplif the'chill and withered' (hiekanru), procure pieces
from [the rural kilns o{J Bizen and Shigaraki, and without having gained recognition from
anyone, they assume the airs of being 'far advanced and seasoned'; it is unspeakingly
absurd."

323 Hirota 1995, p.356 (see note 102).
324 Horikuchi 1951, pp.93-95.

tzs

A similar idea is introduced also by Kuwata 1958, pp. 83-85. Kuwata translates takekurami
skillfr¡I" in something, which is quite close to a literal translation of the word.
He refers to the process of how a beginner gndually grows more and more skillfi.rl and attains the status of a master. Kuwata reads the words'chill and withered' (hielcaruru) and'chill
and lean' (hieyaseru') as equivalent to the idea of wabi n chadô. Being equivalen to the
concept of wabi is quite a s&ong impression. Would it not be rather better to say that they
express a kind ofsense or taste ofwaå i in chadó?
as to "become

326

Eû) lgg2, pp. 172-173. Etô cites also the above-given part of Kokoro no Fumi in his study to
explain "Shukô's idea of hiesabl' (chill and lonely / desolate), which he connecrs with the
book called Sógi Shógakushd. In this book, Sôgi, Shinkei's disciple, explains that beginners
should not use words like hiesabi (chill and lonely / desolate), knretaru (withered), samuki
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Haga finds two main ideas in the cited passage of Kolaro no Fumi: chill and
withered (hiekare) that refers to the plain and modest style of beauty and highest

(ran'i\, and wabi beauty that means beauty that is created by a virtuous
master, or the artistic style that this kind of person can attain. Haga goes even
further by asserting that the beauty of wabi is a virtuous maste/s idea of beauty.
He describes Shukô's idea of wabi as being more like an innate, personal feeling
or self-consciousness rather than being the driving impact that created the foundation for the general attitude of wabicha.3z? Haga makes a good point here: the
beauty of wabi seems to describe the beauty of the Great Tea Masters and how
they understood it. Beginners should not even try to achieve it. This is also supported by the fact that Shukô established the philosophical basis for Tea and
showed the direction for wabi aesthetics even though it was not commonly
practised during Shukô's times. Most of the aesthetic values and expressions of
wabi beauty in Tea were created by Jô-ô and finished by Rikyu. I see Shukô as a
founder ofTea and especially as the founder ofthe idea of chadô as containing
philosophical aspects in addition to the entertaining aspects, ratlter than being a
creator of wabichadô as a whole.
Another different interpretation is offered by Kazue who argues that the
preparation of the heart (kokoro no shitají) refers to the condition of the hea¡t
where beautiful is beautiful and good is good, and firrthennore, that the concrete
indication of this state is expressed by chill and withered (hiekare) and chill and
lean (hieyase). He considers that these words refer to the essential digzitas of the
human being or to the state of fundarnental nothingness in which the beauty in
objects comes out naturally. In Kazue's words, lcokoro no shitaji, means the same
as the state of fundamenøl nofhingness or the true nature.32t But, would it not
rather be called an indication of the Way to attain the goal, than being the final
goal itself? In other words, it means preparatory work in order to attain the highest
state in style: nue mastery.
One of the rnost detailed studies of Kokoro no Fumí is by Kurasawa" who
discusses the deeper meanings of the text by citing, e.g., Shinkei's and Zeami's
texts in his book, Geidô no Tetsugaht.3ze Kurasawa considers the words chill and
withered (hiekaruru), withered (karuru), and chill and lean (hieyaseru) to be exstate

in

art

(cold), or hiqase (chill and meager) - these are expressions for advanced poets. One should,
however, keep in mind that these texts have similarities, but they are not identical, and one
should be careful not to draw hasty conclusions. Etô also connects Shukô and Shinkei
because of the similarities with the book Shinkei Sôzu Teikin containing Kensai's (Shinkei's
disciple) notçs on Shinkei's teachings, wbere the v¡ord karabi (withered) is used in a similar
context as in Sôgi's text.

327 Haga1997,pp.57-58.

32t

Kazue 1985, pp.74-76.

329

Kurasawa 1983, pp. I l5-157.
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pressions of form or appearance (sugata),and that the word
talcehtramuexpresses
the mind(heart),lcokoro- Kurasawa states tlnt chill (åre) and lean (¿nse)
ue very

close to each other in meaning. He considers them to express something
cold,
iced,330 aged (sabíru), pure,33l something simple, quiet and
modest.332 rt"-quot",

shinkei's words in Hitorigoto to explain the practical uses of these key expressions:

X.

)l<lf

å'9 lþ,tàâ tÈt¡

#ì¡ Eø->6 I
Ë l:.

11

1ç 6

7ç.

L. xúEtøF/¡ EØffi. trßå, D k

6lã Ê.ø

ñåryú)Hf/¡ätr. ç¡g6tçt:_6miË. ÉÊ < ð.
r33

-.Nothing is more graceful than ice. Early morning's thin layer of ice on the stubble
fields, eaves ofthe aged cypress rooffringed with iãe, or frozen dew upon grasses
and
trees of a withered meadow. Isn't it charming and elegant!

Even though the words chill (åie) or lean (yase) arc not used in this example,
the
cited text well illustrates the feeling and the spirit of chill and lean, and it also
describes those feelings and images considered in this study as belonging to the

beauty of wabi. Furthermore, Kurasawa explains withered (kare) to be something
dried33a or rough in a vigorous and masculine way. He also sees a connection with
the st4ges of practice where chill and lean (híeyaseru), and hiesabiru in Sôgi's text
Hakuhatsushú and in shinkei's text Sasamegofo, and withered (løreru) are the
highest stages, which beginners should not attempt to carry out. Beginners should
start from gentle, \ryamL beautiful and proper styles. In other words, the leaming
process advances from gentle (yasashii) to chill (hie), and finally into withered
(knre), which means the same as hieyase and hiekare. Ku¡asawa also pays atten-

tion to the word talælwrami, which he uses in the form of tal@kutilmi.33s He
explains that it possesses two meanings: it can refer to the highest state of the
heart, or it can refer to the form or leaming process.336

r30
331
332

Hitorigoro, in Kodai chûsei Geijursuron, p. 469: )k
more graceñrl than ice.'

lf

È' g ft,ìÈ

â lt /¡ L ... Nothing

Shinkei's Sasamegoto.In Kurasawa 19g3,p. I17: zkË ØþJlañ,#à
& tr.
þ 'lt could be described as setting lapis laanlis on the crystal...'

^

Zearni's Hanalcagami. ln Kurasawa 19g3, p.
straight from the heart...'

llg:

,ù.

I

DH

t, /¡ ãt )

is
û¿

* õ Êg...Wó that comes

333 Hitorigoto, p. 469. In this

study, the cited passage is translated so that the comma is placed
tk), which seems another possible atternative. Therefore, the
,eady
words ¿sa (#) and runióri (Sf )iç) can be read as a genitive phrase
mornSÍ )fç,
ing's thin layer of ice'.

after the word usulcôri

(t

ffø

334 ShinkpisôzuTeikin. lnKurasawa
1983,p. t2l:UJ,ùø>È. ôå(,FÈ

flÊ.
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ØÍ¡.+b l.r( å,ärtt È õ I i

... 4s

a beginner,

one should not l€an towards the withered styles... one should [rather] cultivate the correct
and beautifi.¡l style... like sprinkling the water for five-såøËa's long iris,...
315

Kurasawa prefers the chinese character raÈe meaning "the height of,': see Kangorin,character no. 8340.
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Kurasawa interprets the next part of Kokoro no Fumi,'V/ithered means... to
move all the way tbrough the beauty of chill and lean. For the first time in this
state one will discover something interesting' (Ìt'6 6 ¿ ã + )\ -../(A. È < tl.
--+it < a Z É Ê < b ó ^c å tþ,), thar only the simply þlain) withered
things are not yet fascinating enough; they have to be withered through an
intermediation of chill and lean to be interesting. Moreover, the passage 'this is
something so unforgivable that words are not enough to describe it' (^ Ù @ õ å
È¡ /¿ ûl < 6 fJ +), he interprets that people with an objective mind do not
accept that the chill and withered fonn of chanoyu is used by beginners. Even
though beginners may think they are doing Tea at this high state of tn¡e hea¡t
or mind Çikishin), this is only their arbitrary view; Actually, they have not even
come close to that stage. Kurasawa also agrees that the expression, great and
famed utensils, yo&ídógz, refers to the famous Chinese utensils used in Tea during
Shukô's time.
Based on all these previous interpretations of the cited passage from Shukô's
Kokoro no Fumi,I have come to the conclusion that the terms chill and withered
(hiekare) and chill and lean (hieyase) are best considered as two diffe¡ent expressions of form (style), and takehtrarni is an expression of the highest state of mind

or for the learning process, describing an advanced style, where the beauty ofchill
and withered (hiekare) also exists. This is not however, jvst a plain idea of chill
and withered (hiekare) that arises from this state. Rather, we may say that
withered has broken through the chill and lean (hieyasetakare). ln chadô,'the
preparation of the heart', i.e., the preparatory studies (kokoro no shitaji) include
owning and handling excellent utensils, understanding their beauty, history, and
the ways of using them. It also means preparing one's hean for understanding
deeper and subtler senses of beauty. Shukô calls preparation of the heart "withered" (lcare). In practice, preparation of the heart refers to the studying of the

f36

Kurasawa 1983, pp. 126-129, l4l-150, 350-354 (see also note 2l). Rimer and Yamazaki
1984, pp. 120-122. Kurasawa compar€s this to Zeami's Kúi (notes on nine levels): the flower
of the upper three levels, the middle three levels, and the bouom three levels. He also
compares it to the Sasamegoto, in which the three stâtes of styles in learning are the
following: hieyase (chill and lean), kzre (withered) , and yasashî (gentle). Kurasawa uses the
word taltehtkurnz instead of takelarami that is used in the CKZ manuscript of thukô
Furuichi Harima Hóshi Ate /ssåj used in this study. The core of Kurasawa's explanation is
that take carries the meaning of "cold and withered" and kukuma has the meaning of "being
added". He divides the explanation of takefulatni into two: heart (kokoro) and form
(sugata). In the meaning of heart, it means trueheartedness or absolute state of heart.
Kurasawa bases his stat€ment on Zeami's work Shikadó: Ran'i no &o¡o. Kurasawa's idea of
takek¡tkumi as a form describes the beauf of withered which arises from the ultimate state of
chill and lean. Moreover, he also connects this with the idea of ê E[ fr.E. E Etl Ë
"Form is nothing but emptiness. Emptiness is nothing but form." (Kurasawa's reference book
is Zeami's YrigalaÆhridôÍûken) Kurasawa mentions a connection to Shinkei's Sasanekoto
where the similar term takeøkaki is used as well as to Teika's llahø Jittei where chôkôtei
(talcetakashí) is used to describe the heart of lofty style.

.
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chinese masterpieces (karamono),the famed utensils which were commonly used

in Tea at the time Shukô lived. They a¡e called 'good' or 'excellent' utensils,
yokidôgu, in the cited passage.

After mastering the stage of withered, i.e., the preparatory studies, one,s sense
or taste of beauty deepens, its subtle senses become clearer in one's heart, something which is expressed in the text with the word takelurami, tt- II ( à ì, in
its metaphorical meaning.337 One will attain a higher state of the hea¡t similar to
that explained in chapter 2 about the wabi mind, waåf kokoro, which was
elucidated with the wordsji,triåin, shôjiki, and makato. From here orL one will go
even further (to exceed or to break through) towa¡d deeper understanding of the
beauty of chill and lean (1h. t < h à Ë li), and finally reach the srare of chill
and withered (h å tå *x), i.e., withered beauty emerging from the ultimate state

of chill and lean (ê à Ë fù /¿ tå lt). To explain this more in concrete terms,
after mastering the use of famous chinese utensils, after understanding the glory
and beauty of them, and mastering the formal style of making Tea using chinese
ware, one is able to understand the beauty ofJapanese ware, such as Bizen and
Shigaraki. This beauty of hiekare (hieyaseta karelchtll,lean, and withered) in the
ultimate st¿te is what is truly interesting. It is seen as essential to

separate

plain

withered beauty (få tt,) and the subtle beauty of withered (Ê à få .tt /c
ffi *r)
realised in the ultimate state. In this conte)d, 'plain withered' refers to the preparatory studies, and 'subtle, deepened withered' refers to one's creativity, personality,
influence on chanoyu which finally exists in the ultimate state.
Eigataigai explained a similar ide4 encouraging the use of the words of old,
but keeping one's mind in the new. Here, studying the use of the words of the
great masters stands for the preparatory studies and to have one's mind in the new
refers to the final state, where for the first time, creativity and one's own approach
to poetry take place.33s rnchadô,a creative person with the ability to discover new

utensils suitable for Tea is called a person with 'an advanced eye for beauty'
(mekiki). In general, a person vnth mekiki is a genuine connoisseur of art, someone

t37

338

The word takekura¡ni is used here to indicate a speciat state of heart(mind). As a state of
mind it explains deep feelings, a kind of thickening aw¡reness of things. Yet it can atso mean
the highest state. Oppos¡te to the meaning ofheart, it can also refer to the appearance (outer
form) ofthings. According to note 9 ofthe original tex! it is used as a synonym for ytigen
beauty (Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate Isshi, p. 4.). Yûgen again describes the beauty of
quiet darkness: there is something dim, mysterious, still noble or refined. ln this respect the
term talækurami has similaritiesto taketalØshi used in poetry and also in Teika's lVaks Jittei.
(See Kurasawa 1983, pp. 129-l3l; Maeda 1957, pp. 57-60. For more details, see Maeda
1957, pp. 57-91.) describing something lofty and mysterious, 'the heart'(Teika) or the leaming process (Shinkei Sasamekoto).I assume ûat the word takektrami does convey the idca
of describing the highest style, lofty, as well as something mysterious and elegant in the
same way as the termlgen is used in Nó theatre.
See Yamanoue Sôjiki,

3.t.3.2.

p.91. The

idea of mekiki is discussed in more detail

in

Section
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with the creativity to adopt new things and who has excellent taste in choosing
them. Moreover, the utensils chosen with one's personal taste and with a creative
mind are called sukidögu which include Japanese, Chinese, Korean or other
foreign utensils used in Tea. In Shukô's time, all but famed Chinese utensils
belonged to the group of sukidôgu, and beginners definitely were not to use them.
Shukô explains that there are beginners who use Japanese ware which have the
spirit and appearance of chill and withered (hiekare), such as Bizen artd Shigaraki,
in an attempt to show that they have reached a higher understanding of the beauty
of hieyasetalcare in chanoyu. They believe that they have understood the tn¡e heart
of these utensils, but this is just an illusion. According to Shukô, this behaviour is
unspeakable.

Conceming sukídôgu,

I

would like to discuss another important part of

Shukô's Kokoro no Fumi, where he offers advice on combining Chinese and Japanese utensils.

fnË2 ffi?.*È 6å'f*.

ffiF

4

a, fi,È.È>6a.S$$r3e

...to dissolve the boundaries between things Chinese and Japanese is important but it
has to be done

with care.

This sentence may be understood as an admonition that one should not try to
dissolve the bounda¡ies between the use and combination of things Chinese and
Japanese. This is vital and one has to be ca¡eful with it. If so, the sentence means
that differences between Japanese and Chinese utensils have to be kept clea¡, and
if they are combined, this has to be done with extra care, such as using only a few
(one or two) Japanese utensils beside the Chinese. Or, it may be interpreted in the
sense that one should not make a distinction between Japanese or Chinese things,
but rather pay attention to the dissolution ofthis boundary line. [n this case, the
sentence suggests the need to consider the new and interesting possibilities that
these combinations of native and Chinese utensils provide. Both of these possibilities have their point and they both can be illustrated by Shukô's saying:

*Jt) Ëv2¡',
= À ttt Ê.ì ¡v rt
33e
340

*T

=4 Rl& ù tv tr a Y l. &. *n[. Éffij- tvÆ*t

'EEB,trßDJ7 ñ â &340
v,

Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate lsshi, p. 3.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. l0l. Kodai Chtsei Geijutsiron: Zenpô Zôdan, p. 480. Note Rimer and
Yamazaki 1984, p. xxxvii, where Yamazaki writes: "The point of the aesthetics of rcøåi was
summed up in the words of Rikyu (1521-1591), the greatest of the Tea masters, as "a fine
steed tethered in a thatched shack". This statement is a factual mistake. As shown above, this
is said by Shukô not by Riþû. Yamazaki also does not mention the source of the citation.
Yamazaki explains Shukô's idea of wabi by saying "I do not like the moon without clouds".
It seems that Yamazaki refers to Zen mâster Komparu Zempô's work Zenpô Zôdan, in which
it says: "The moon not glimpsed through rifts in clouds holds no interest."
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shukô has said: it is good to ti€ a+raised horse to a sùaw-tha¡ched house. In other
words, it is good to use famed utensils in a modest tea-house; this creates a feeling in
general of interesting appearances.

This citation supports the claim that the differences between Japanese and Chinese
things should be kept clea¡ because the combination of very different utensils
makes the general atmosphere of the gathering interesting. It may also be interpreted that one should use native and Chinese things together without any distinction, making the occasion interesting. Kumakura Isao and Horikuchi explain the
passage f¡om Shukô Kokoro no Fumi cited earlier that one should use things of
Japanese and Chinese in hannony without making any distinction. But they both
also see a possibility that Shukô's saying contains a precaution not to lean towards
using too many Japanese utensils in Tea.3al Hirota and Ku¡asawa also admit the
importance of using native Japanese utensils in harmony with famed Chinese one,
but do not find any warning in the sentence. Rather, they take the sentence as an
encouragement for engaging one's heart in dissolving this boundary between
Japanese and chinese utensils. According

to Kurasawa, Tea practitioners shoutd

try to free themselves from the habit of crassiSing utensils into groups,

but

instead to handle all utensils with due respect.3a2
At first glance, I also considered this cited sentence from shukô Koknro no
Fumi as containing a waming; it is important to use Japanese and Chinese utensils
together in harmony, but this has to be done with ca¡e. In this respect, the sentence
emphasises the idea using contrast skillfully in Tea. Later on, after rethinking the
matter, I agree with Hirota's and Kurasawa's explanation that it conveys no pre34t

342

Kumakura 1990, pp. 109-l t l; Horikuchi 1951, pp. 88-90 (see also p. 104, note. 9). Kumakura explains this further that one should be free from the ,'world of utensits,, to get rid of
the desire to own them. With no addiction to utensils, one witl be able to see the "heart's
flower", i.e., the heart's utensils, â¡¡rong those good utensits without making a distinction
between famed Chinese and Japanese, or between expensive and cheap utensils. Similarl¡
Horikuchi also sees a possibility ofa warning in this sentence: one should use Japanese and
Chinese utensils in harmony, but be very carefi¡l in this.
Hirota 1995, p. 198; Kurasawa 1983, pp. ll2-113. Forotherinterpretations ofthe cited
passage of shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate.lssåi, see Kuwata 195E, pp. g3-g5; Narukawa
1983' pp. 19-20; Mizuo 1971, p. E3; Tsutsui 1992, pp. 202-203. Kuwata interprets the
sentence fF Ë
üã à
6 å''l- ro mean that'without making any distinction
between chinese and Japanese things', one should collect good utensils, Japanese and
chinese, and to understand the tru€ pleasure ofowning such rare utensils. Then, finally, the
spirit of wabi that arises ûom the bottom of one's heart is the true waåi spirit. Kuwata also
sees that the feeling of calmness and modesty is important. Narukawa claims that,chill and
withered' (hiekare) and talæku¡amz arÊ synonyms meaning something'plain and simpte'.
This statement would need more explanation. The word talæhtramz he credits to Teika and
shinkei, but does not mention that the word (tokc) was also used by zeami (ran,). on the
other hand, Mizuo connects takekurami to the feeling and charm ofsaåi (lonely, desotate)
wilhout any closer explanation. Tsutsui writes that 'chill and withered' (hiekare) and 'chill
and lean' (hieyase) exPress the ultimate state. In Tea they come to mean the balance in setting out chinese and Japanese utensils or any other kind of graceful and simple utensi¡s.
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caution, but rather an encouragement to devote one's heart to becoming free from
these bounda¡ies and valuing utensils used in Tea as they are. The first suggestion
focuses on merely aesthetic values, and the latter on more philosophical values.
From an aesthetic point of view, the custom of using Japanese utensils, or socalled favoured utensils (sukidôgu: these include Japanese, Chinese, Korean or
other foreign tea utensils) increased at the end of the Muromachi period through
Shukô's disciple Sôshu and later on through Jô-ô and Rilqrû. And the custom of
combining informal and inexpensive sukidôgu, such as Japanese Bizen and
Shigaraki ceramics, with the formal, famous and expensive Chinese utensils could

be said to have begun in Shukô's style of Tea. Even though Shukô's Tea was
obviously quite different ûom wabichadô, which evolved with Jô-ô and Rikyit,
Shukô took the first stç toward the wabi style of Tea: he owned things other than
Chinese which had an infonnal spirit. They were rough and plain compared to ttre

old Chinese utensils.3a3 Combining famed Chinese utensils with the rough Japanese utensils does not diminish the value of the famed utensils, but rather the
striking contrast stresses the beauty of the famed utensils and makes them both
look more interesting. Philosophically, Shukô is said to have formulated the
philosophical basis for Tea as a Way, which supports the second explanation
(Hirota and Kurasawa). However, in Shukô's case, his philosophical and aesthetic
impact cannot be wholly separated, and therefore I think both of these explanations a¡e correct.

To return to the original citation from Kororo no Fumi discussed in this
section ('Speaking about chill and withered, as a beginner...'), Kurasawa's idea that
the studying process advances from gentle (yasashi) to chill (hie) and finally into

withered (kare) is also to be found in Jô-ô's chadô exatrtined in this study. To
explain this in more detail, I shall quote the following passage from Yamanoue
Sôjiki, explaining Jô-ô's proper or correct way (shôfûter) of serving Te4 which has
similarities to Kurasawa's idea ofyasasåi:

t S. É¿ =EÊ.#¡vþ,. iEÃ.ftì¡,zr þ à *ËtîÍffi. øv+
fiffir,f ft- -Ê.rt - Ê.þ, ñþtft=7# +Htt t *¡7È+- E!¡Ë'Ê
ø#.fr'ñ.( t
^&. þj7 ^7&ffi=flttl ù =z)vrtq.-&3u

àffi
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 87,65,64. See also Kuwata 1958, p. 104. For example,
tts. snuna dakiol<e: fresh-water container made
ffi Bk )É E5
from thin metal. ¡t is so-called Nanban mono; in chadô this usually means utensils from
South-east Asia (see Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 87, note 4,). Shukô Nabeknma: kettle for boiling
water which has the shape of a cooking pot (this has a modest feeling compared to other
kettles used in Shukô'stime, like Shinnañ (pictures in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten,s.v. nabekama anð shinnarikama). Shutoku:. tee spoon. This particular tea spoon is made from bamboo and carved by Shukô's disciple Shutoku (see Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 64, note 3). According to Kuwat4 Shukô made a sketch and Shutoku cawed it and ftnally Shukô named it asaji;
shallow grass.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93. Another version in JGô lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto, pp. 28-29.
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About the kaiseki meal, one should change and use different things every time.

Howeveç the proper style [the conect way] is appropriate every day ana a¡t ttre t¡me.
one should not display rare things more than two or three timãs out of ten. A young
host who owns renowned utensils can raise the number of gatherings to three * ro*
where rare utensi¡s are used. Most important is to set things out so that they look very
modest.345

Even though this citation is about lcaiseW (a light meal for tea gatherings), it
describes extremely well Jô-ô's general attitude toward chanoyt. This proper way,
shôfûtei, of preparing Tea is something that one cannot practise too much. It is the
basis of studies. when this is combined with Kurasawa,s idea of the learning
process, tlre proper way, shôfitei, would come to mean the state of yasashi
(gentle) in learning. The same is described in Eigataigai and yamanoue sôjiki
with 'to use the words of old' and in Kokoro no Fumi with 'the preparation of
heart', to own great (famed) utensils and to understand their beauty and prestige.
In the second state, which Ku¡asawa calls hie (chill), one is allowed to use
some rare utensils or rough waåi style Japanese utensils hke Bizen ot Shigaraki.
ln Kokoro no Fumi, this was explained above as 'to dissolve the bounda¡ies between things chinese and Japanese', which I explained to mean that combining
Chinese and Japanese, i.e., famed utensils and rough-looking Japanese utensils is
vital. However, in this stage of learning it has to be done with extra care (Jô-ô's
ability of combining Japanese and Chinese utensils in his tea gatherings I shall
discuss later in Section 4.3). This kind of chill beauty is also to be found in Teika's
poem"miwataseba...", in which the flowers and crimson leaves refer to the famed
chinese pieces and the dusk of the autumn evening conveys the idea of chill
(see Section 4.3.1).

In the final state, what Kurasawa calls kare (withered), is consistent with
Jô-ô's Tea in the sense that in general, things should be set out in such a way that
they look modest or rough (frtfl). The following passage from yamanoue Sôjiki
suppofs this claim:

,ù.trËffiitEffi / æa. É*/\l*ù
, Fl,, * l-ffiÉË'=; ¡3+ó
345
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to text: Kaisekt Literally it means "a warming stone " (fffi) used in Zen monasteries
to keep warm in cold weathe¡. Tea masters have used this word to describe a light meal
served at the beginning of a gathering (to serve a light meal that is just enough to be like
'a little warming stone' in the stomach to keep hunger away). For more'details, see Sadler
Notes

1962, pp.52-54. Sosó, ËtE, is translated as modest but it also has a meaning of roughness
or ascetic simplification. This word is often used in describing wabikind, of beauty in chadô.
This study considers that Iô-ô used the word sosó in a sense similar to creative mind (fF Ë
È
L È $ [in oeativity the importance is in 'new'], and E Eñ [connoisseurship]), because
things looking modest, rough, or plain were not çommon in Jöô's times; they were new
interesting looking things.

ff

34ó

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 97.
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Renga master Shinkei sr,ys, renga poery should be cold-lean-aqd-wiú9led, J&ô has
always said that, in the same way chanayu should becomc like that in the end'

Jô-ô's goal in Tea was to attain the state of 'cold, lean and withered', lrareknshilccte
samui. But before reaching this state, it is important to leam the proper way of
preparing Tea (shôfiitei). Jô-ô's idea of leaming the Way of Tea by steps from
proper to rare and to creative is indisputably correct. And this idea again is simila¡
to the one presented in Eígataigai, which encourages one to have an open mind in

order to introduce something new to poetry. Koløro no Fumi describes this final
sr¿te as chill and withered, (iâ à ffi fi,), and, as shown in this study, this means
withered beauty that emerges from the absolute chill and lean (lâ à Ë li lc
fit it). consequently, shukô's idea is similar to Jô-ô's final goal in chanoyt:
to reach the state of cold, lean and withered'
Moreover, if the idea of the leaming process from the proper style to the chill,
lean and withered is studied in relation to the metaphors in Teika's poem,

"miwataseba...',tot the flowers and crimson leaves (hanamomiii) come to mean
the proper style, shôJìûtei, ol can be interpreted to mean the proper way of
beginners. It can also be read to mean the gentle way of the beginners (yasashii I

utsulaßhiht tadashiht). The 'dusk of autumn evening' evidently refers to the
second state of chilt (åie). The last, and ultimate state of a 'thatched hut at the
seashore' (ura no tomaya)refers to withered (lcare\. However, the final goal of the
studies, a 'thatched hut at the seashore' (ura no tomoya), shows how fa¡ Jô-ô
wished to go, i.e., the state of cold, lean, and withered (karekashikete samui),bttt
due to his untimely death at the age of fifty-four, he was not able to complete his
work on the wabi style of chadô. (I will take up this theme in chapter 5.)

3.1.3. Jô-ô's Precepts
3.

1

.

3.

L Respecting old

for Disciples
utensils and having no desire

þr

new ones

As already mentioned ea¡lier in Section 3.1.1, Jô-ô emphasises the idea of using
the tools of the old and keeping one's mind in the new. Jô-ô teaches that, first of
all, Tea students have to become connoisseurs ofa¡t in general and train their eye
to distinguish good from bad. After this foundation is established, one should find
or create something new and interesting. Jô-ô emphasises the importance of
combining old and new skillfutly, because shrdying the old is essential for the
development of the new (creative mind).
Jô-ô's \ïabi no Fumi conìments on this as follows:

347 Nanpôroku, p. 16: F,üìùÉ
Section 2.3.ó in this studY.
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Do not throw away the old and do not desire the new. This is vital to success.

Here Jô-ô advises one to take good care of the old utensils, not to throw them
away even if they get old or broken. In this sentence old utensils does not mean

only old famed chinese utensils, but all kinds of old things in general. If one
desi¡es new things to replace the old, one will just learn a bad habit, the wrong
attitude for a Tea practitioner, and this is not good for successful leaming. Jô-ô
admonishes against careless consumption. Jô-ô's principle may also wam about
over-doing things: one should let things happen naturally without any force and
free oneself from the notion of old and new and value tea utensils as they are.
Conceming this matter, Jô-ô teaches inJô-ô Montei e no Hatto that it is extremely
inappropriate to practise utensil-focused Tea.

ËRå

4 I.X

Ø

E v' /¿ L lË tt Ë tiõËS34e

It is extremely inappropriate to let one's chanoyu be concentated on the tea utensils.

Even though Jô-ô was a Great Master of Tea and owned many famed tea utensils,

he had a modest attitude toward them (Section 4.3). He criticises an attitude of
being engaged in Tea just for collecting rare or famed utensils and displaying
them at gatherings. comparing this with the passages found in Eigataigai (see

section 3.1.1) or with reikas poem " miwataseba...",

it seems

that Jô-ô did not

deny the importance of owning Chinese masterpieces or famed utensils and understanding their beauty. However, in the end he sees it essential to go frrther, to go
deeper, in order to see and understand another kind ofbeauty, the beauty ofthe

modest and the sirnple, in utensils. Jô-ô wams against the admiration of utensils
just because of their famous origins because this creates utensil-focused Tea. Tea
utensils should be admired for thei¡ own qualities, meaning that even utensils
without the name and fame, or utensils of low price can also be excellent pieces.
The true nature of Tea is not in the utensils but in the mind and right attitude
(Chapter 2).

Before Jô-ô and during his time, Tea involved the display of famous chinese
utensils and their importanc€ was already emphasised in Shukô's Kolcoro no Fumi,
in which it says that one should own great (famed) utensils and understand their
beauty and prestige. This is the foundation for Tea studies, what Shukô called
preparations of the heart and Jô-ô the proper style (see section 3.1.2). Even

though studying the proper style is considered essential, Jô-ô warns against the
desi¡e to own and purchase more and more utensils. Jô-ô clearly admires the idea
of insufficiency in Tea and, rather than desiring new utensils, he encourages his
348

Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi, p. 18.

34e Jô.ô Montei

e no Hatto, p. 50.
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disciples to look for the utensils that others have th¡own away and see if there is
still something suitable to be used in Tea.350

3.

I.

3.

2. Connoisseurship

As regards the idea of the creative mind (see Section 3.1.2), Jô-ô emphasises the
ability to see beauty or to have an eye for beauty, what he calls mekiki.ln Jô-ô
Ibun: Mata Jitteí no Koto Jô-ô explains this skill as follows:
HE6

Ê
xwÊHØ+trõ&. F. E li( F,6#.0>þt0>*æè E.tr,
^Øffiâ
Øþrt vlt È, L < äñl¿^<*+S H& 35r
Connoisseurship
It does not concem only tea utensils.

It is an ability to distinguish [to know] what is
good or bad in all kinds of things that might attact our eye, as well as using meekly
lunassumingly] things others have made as one's favoured utensils and enjoying them.
These things are essential.

In previous studies in the field, tesearchers' opinions on the cited passage vary.
Nishihori explains word shiorash¡'¡Lr¿ as "content of taste". [t seems that he uses
it in a way similar to that in the dictionary: "humble", "admirable", "elegance",
"delicacy", or "s\ryeet". He also suggests a possible interpretation as spontaneous
or natural development of things (the logic of matters), or that it can refer to new,
interesting-looking things.3s2 In this study, too, the word shiorashiht is considered
to refer to new, interesting-looking things and one should, without prejudice,
meekly use these as one's favoured utensils (or in the wabi style of Tea).
On the other hand, Hirota explains shiorashiht as follows:
The word "unassuming" fshiorashií[, originally meaning to bend or leatr, implies a
posn¡re of reserve and respectful attention, of regard for things and of modesty in
relations with others. Its wide usage in Jôös times perhaps reveals the influence of the
attitude of merchants towards members of the nobilþ. It was used to express a quality
ofappealing gentleness in renga and other arts...353

In this sense sl¡iorasåifru comes close to the idea of modesty which Jô-ô describes
with the word ,s¿tsusåimi futraht (F Uaiæ< )354 'being truly (deeply) discreet'

3s0

3sl

Jô-ô Montei e no Hatto, p. 50. The sentence reads as follows:

.ãÍ¿<x#r¿ Æffi*. ü,ÀÊä^ ä+.
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Jô-ô lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto, p. 27.

3sz Nishihori 1956, pp.3l-33.
353 Hirota 1995, p. 90. Hiroø s translation is based on the Yamanoue
which is given later in this section.

354

Jô-ô wabi no Fumi, p.

l?.
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or modest in behaviour, appearaûce, or in the feeling towa¡d objects (Section
2.3.3).

Jô-ô underlines three points in the cited passage: the virtue of distinguishing good things from bad is not limited only to utensils used in chanoyu but includes everything possible. It is an ability to appreciate, adopt, and er¡joy things
others have made. The translation of '...using meekly [unassumingly] things others
have made as one's favoured utensils and enjoying them...'(!lg_|!3f-#lC
<), needs more explanation. The word shiorashilu is understood here to mean
^"modest", "honest", or "frank", but also, e.g. in this context, "meek" or "gentle".
The word shiorashiht is used to describe a person's attitude ot true feelings, as
Hirota has explained. The passage continues, 'using as favoured utensils' (sukí ni
irete),and the meaning of the whole prßsage is as follows: unassumingly [meekly
or gently] using the utensils [others have made] as one's favou¡ed utensils. The
word s¡¡É¡ is not used in its dictionary meaning, "to like" in this context but as a
reference to the wabi style of Tea and utensils used in it (Section 4.2.1.3). In
chadô, s¡¿&i means favowing something or liking, prefening something. It also
expresses one's own personal taste and even creativity and, in some contexts, szlci
may be interpreted as synonymous with the word waåi, especially when connected
to the word utensil (dôgu), signifuing the special kind of aesthetic value in utensils. To be more specific, the suki group of utensils of that time actually included

waåi utensils, or utensils that were not famed Chinese pieces, but were used in
chadô because of the creativity and skilled eye of the Great Tea Masters. Therefore, this goup may contain utensils of Chinese, Korean, South-east Asian, or
Japanese origin.3ss .9zk¡ is also used in the combination wabisuki describing a
wabi style of Tea person356 or even wabi style of Tea in general (for more about
su&i, see Section 4.2.1.3).

A similar passage can also be found inYamanoue

Só7/cr entitled Meaki.

EFE
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 67 ffiÊffiffiVJ
below when this passage is cited in the main text.
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. Translation is given

3s6 YamanoueSôjiki,p. s3ffiz1fiffi-,
lF*¡-- +ffi-. ûL=Ë* ) ffi, )v7 v
E ffi õ l-, Ë ¿ Translation is given in Section 3.1.3.4. Snfri referring 10 the waåi style of
the chadô, see Zencharoku: Suki no Koto in

3s7

CKZ 10, pp- 300-303.

Yamanouç Sôjiki, p. 91. Compare with Jô-ô lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto, p. 27 . ln Jdô lban:
Mata J¡ttei no Koto, this is explained differently; the title is mekiki, while in Yamanoue
SójiÈls version (CKZ) it is titled as meaki. Also, the explanation of mekiki contains more
information than in Jèó /åan: Mata Jiltei no Koto.
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Connoisseurship
It does not concem only tea utensils. It is an ability to distinguish þowl what is good
or bad in all kinds of things as well as using meekly [unæsumingly] things others have
made as one's favoured utensils and enjoying them. These things are essential. As far
as artistic connoisseurship is concerned, favouring things because they resemble excellent pieces is disliked.

The main differences between these two passages a¡e in the title, mekikilmeakì,
and in the use of the words "to buy" or "to procure' (ffil õ) utensils and "to order"
(Ðh te, - b à-þ]) utensils, that is to have some utensils made for one's o\iln use.
It can be assumed that the Chinese character hajime (lå), "to begin", in this passage is a copying eror and was probably meant to be written as ¡¡¡lri (f:f), to 'like"
or to "favour" as in the earlier citation. The last sentence of this citation, 'As far as
artistic connoisseurship is concerned, favor.uing things because they resemble
excellent pieces is disliked', cannot be found in the Jó-6 lbun: Mata Jittei no Koto
version of this passage. Jô-ô emphasises creativþ as a me¿ü of introducing something new and interesting into Tea. Furthermore, the word mumaH (in modern
Japanese umaki), "excellent", is used to describe famous or fine pieces. In the
Sonkeitraku version of Yamanoue Sôjikí,358 instead of using mumaki, the word
musaki (musai) is used, meaning the "lack of ability". If the word musakí is used,
the meaning of the sentence changes to 'as fa¡ as a¡tistic connoisseurship is concemed, utensils looking unskillfirlly made (made by an ungifted person) are disliked'. Jô-ô offers a criticism that utensils resembling masterpieces should not be
valued because of what they copy, but because the copy is good as it is. Nor, that
artificial and unskillful utensils should be valued because of who has made them,
but because the quality of the work of art is good or not. An ursuccessful piece of
art is a failure whether it is made by a master or by an ungifted person.
Last, the question: ne mekiki and meaki to be understood as conveying

dif-

ferent meanings? Hirota translates them differently, calling mekiki connoisseurship and meaki ilhtminating discernment.3se 1t¡t suggests that meaki is an ability
to distinguish good utensils from bad, to possess a sharp-eye for things and objective (realistic) judgement of matters. Mekiki concerns more precisely the arts in
general, to have an eye for art. Tsutsui Hiroichi agrees that these two terms have
similarities, but gives several examples from Yamanoue Sôjíki where the words
mekiki and meaki are used in different contexts. Based on these examples,360 he
comes to the conclusion that mekiki refers basically to the general ability of Tea

358
35e

ró0

Fushinan Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 19; Sonkeikaku's Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 19. Unpublished
manuscripts. Fushinan is the name of one of the tea-rooms ií Omotesenl@.
Hirota 1995, p. 89.
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practitioners and meaki to one's personal abilities and taste. Moreover, Tsusui has
noted that mekiki is used to express an ability to distinguish whether the utensil is
genuine or counterfeit, whereas meaki descnbes a person who possesses a creative

it may also be an unknown person).36r Tsutsui's
notion of the difference between these two terms is interesting, a¡rd with the given
examples ftom Yamanoue sôjíki, he shows that a distinction in the use of these
two terms is possible. In some dictionaries meaki is said to be a higher expression
lhan mekiki (Daijirin), but basically the two words ¡efer to quite the same thing
impulse, such as Rikyû (but

(Nihon Kokugo Daijiten). ln this study,

I take these rwo terms to refer more

or

less to the same thing without making a significant distinction between them.362

3. 1.3.

3. Natural serenity

The idea of naturalness is one of the main themes in Jô-ô's idea of wabi in chadô.
ln Jô-ô Montei e no Hatto he writes about natural and artificial as follows:

#4tltEft*{F. üLËl¿pf^

*tL ¿ÌnEÈl:/¡<
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Serenity lsaår'såift¡') is appropriate. Going on this Way [of Tea], doing things beauticauses the result to be weak. Doing things so that they look poor (meagre/wabisåiþ, makes the result shabby. Both of these nrro give the feeling of anificial serenity

fully,

(sabasu\, and that should be avoided.

Nishihori explains the sentence, m fr E E fr fR (serenity, sabßhiki, is appropriate), more in its concrete meaning: "lonely" or "desolate". He reads the sentence so that even a poor and desolate life can be satisfactory, and connects this
attitude to the honest and straigbtforward mind (simila¡ to the idea of shôjiki
inüoduced in Jô-ô Ílabi no Fumi), or to the idea of destiny in the sense that
through the troubles of the mundane world one will come to understand the true
meaning of the Way (of Tea). This does not mean that one has to force oneself to
lead a sad and desolate (saôi) life or to try to look poor or meagre (wabÐ; it means
not rejecting this state of mind and considering the resfictions that come with it as
being natural.3ø For Nishihori, suffering seems to be inevitable in order to bring
out something new, which means in Jô-ô's case, the wabi style of Tea. Nishihori's
reasoning has a point: To be satisfied even with the lack of material goods or to
361
362

Tsutsui, 198?, pp. 2g3-2g4.
The word meaki is used only in the CKZ version of Yamanoue Söjiki. Inatl other versions,
such as the Fashinan and Sonkeikalø versions of Yananoue Sôji*r, the passage cited is titled
mekiki æ in Jö-ô lbun: Mata Jittei no Ko¡o. Therefore, it may be claimed that there is no
remarkable difference in the use and meanings of these two terms.
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364 Nishihori

1956, pp.59-60.
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find freedom in lack of freedom, were descripti otts of wabi also introduc ed. in Zencharolu (Section 2.3.1). This contains the idea of accepting things such as they
are, naturally. And, in the end, after one has attained the state of wabí mind(heart),
all acts become natural, which is also the conclusion of this study in describing the
waåi mind(heaÍ).36s
Hirota translates the passage fromJô-ô Montei e no Hatto as follows:
To have the spirit of inner solitøiness (saår) is fitting; it accords with this way
[of tea]. When one seeks to perform with beauty, it becomes mere fmery and tums
effete; when one seeks an air of wabi, it becomes shabby. Both [beauty and wabi] are
present in disclosing the solitariness ofthings. Be attentive to this.36

His translation of the sentence, ùffi tr lt EI * {R, as "to have the spirit of inner
solita¡iness (saåi) is fitting; it accords with this way of Tea", points to the
dictionary meaning of sabßhiki referring to a state of mind that indicates solitude,
as also defined by Nishihori. Another interesting point is his tanslation of the
sentence,

--

LÈð

lflþ>lett,

D,asbothbeauty andwabibeingpresentin

the solita¡iness of things. This gives the impression that Hirota takes the words
sabishíki and sabasu both to mean inner solita¡iness.
The word sabishiki (ffi ü) here apparently has a phonetic equivalence with
the word sabishiki (ffi L $): The first one means "lonely", "solitary" or "desolate" and the latter one emphasises the feeling of "quietness" or "tranquillity'. The
latter character given to the word saåiså¡å¡ is also used for nirvâna, "to die"

(especially when a monk dies).

I suppose that in this context, because

of

the

meaning of the passage, the word sabíshiki is used in the sense of "serenit5r" or
"tranquillity" (ff L !) because it is more natural to consider that the aesthetic
values of the beautiful and the poor may more convey the feeling or sense of
calmness than of loneliness, which I connect more to places than to an object. For
example, beautiñrlly decorated utensils can also possess a sense of calm similar to
some rough and simple utensils. Or, a beautifi¡l tea-room may oonvey the feeling
of calm similar to a modest thatched-hut at the sea shore, which may also possess
the feeling of loneliness. However, making things look beautiful or meagre on

365

See also Kazue 1985, p. 136. AIso in Genshoku Chadô Daijiten , vs. kÞei saói. Similarly to
Nishihori, Kazue also connects saå¡såld to its literal meanings of "lonely", "isolated", and to
the idea of a heart of seclusion (see below). He continues that "beautiful wabî' ß weak, on
the other hand, "stiffwaöi" looks shabby; neither is natural (saår), but artificial (sabash)by
nah¡re. Kazue's idea of "beautiful wabf' (kirei wabí) seems to share simitarities with Kobori

Enshû's (1579-1647) idea

of "kirei sabi", beautiful saåi (see Murai 1988, p.25.), but these

teÍns are not wholly interchangeable in this context.

366 Hirota

p.2ll.

1995,
See also Sen 1998, p. 155. Translated by V. Dixon Morris. His
translation of the opening sentenc€ is quite similar to Hirota's: "One should lead a secluded
life and feel saåi..." The general meaning of this translation does not differ so much from the
other given here.
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ofa¡tificial serenity. This passage refers to the idea that
both beautiful and wabi a¡e artificial if the effect they produce is contrived and not
purpose causes a feeling
natural.

The artifrcial is the opposite of the natural. The word sabishiki, translated in
this context as tranquillity or serenity, is used in the text for doing things naturally, as opposed to the word sabasu, a¡tificial. Sabßhiki also contains the idea of
a modest and discreet feeling in the objects and in the overall atnosphere of
chadô. Jô-ô seems to use the word sabishiki outside its literary connotations to
describe something that is naturally serene or tranquil, sabiru; something that tries
to make things artificially serene or tranquil is called sabasu. The difference
between the use of sabishiki and sabasu is supported with the following passage
from,Se h'så ú S anby a lailraj ô :
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ln chanoyu having [the feeling ofl serenity naturally is good, but making [the feeling

ofl

serenity artificially is bad... Sabitaru means the sense ofnaturality,butsabashitaru
means anificial things.

The text continues with a statement that in everything conceming chadô -the rojí
path, the tea-house and the utensils - the idea of natu¡alness is emphasised. Also,
combining old and new, or using famous and nameless utensils together is seen as
essential (see Chapter 4). This confirms that the interpretation given here of Jô-ô's
use ofthe words sabihiki (natural serenity) and sabasu (artificial serenity) is possible.

Therefore, I presume that the wotd sabasu can also be considered as a transitive verb expressing the idea of "making lthings] do something", in this context,
making things look serene or tranquil on purpose. Based also on the information
in Sekishû Sanbyafukajô (cited earlier), I take the word sabishiki to refer to

natural serenity or natural tranquillity and, sabasu to be a transitive form of the
verb sabiru in the sense of making things look serene or tranquil on purpose,
being artificial by nature. This leads to the conclusion that the words sabishiki and
sabasu, are not used in the same sense in this context. The word sabasu indicates
artificial serenity when things a¡e made to look either beautiful o¡ shabby (wabï
like). However, in things serene, both beautiful andwabi are present: new and old,
famous and ordinary utensils are used together to reach the balance between the
objects and the whole occasion. This combination brings out lhe feeling of
serenity naturally.
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Sekishû Sanbyakukajô, p. 232. lt is also an interesting coincidence that Katagid Sekishû
(1605-1673), rhe author ofthe cited p.rssage, is given as one possible author for l6-õ's llabi
no Fumi. Similarities between Jô-ô's text and Sekisht's text are obvious. See also Genryûchawa, p. 428. Here these words are being said by Rikyû (see Section 3.2.3).
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JGô Montei e no Hatto, P' 5l'
in a penonal letter
suggested this interpreøtion
1956, pp. 58-59. Kurasawa also
March 31, 1998'
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o¡e with a skirred eye for ùe advantages and
disadvantages of utensils, who is
sood in
chanova, and who reads the rife of a
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one who does not own even one famed utensir
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Hence, according to yamanoue sôjiki,
devotees of Tea a¡e divided into th¡ee
groups: Tea practitioners (skilred
eye, good in chanoyt,teacher), wabi
Tea practitioners (no famed utensils, life devoted
to chadô,creativity, merit) and masters
of Tea (famed chinese utensils, skiled eye
for utensils, rife ¿evoted to chadô,
creativity, merit, profound aspiration).373
Based on this information, I ass'me
here
that the word sukisha, devotee of rea
used in-/ó-ó Montei e no Hatto,refers
to the
wab i Teapractitioner (wabisukisha).
The concept of ínton no rraknro (ffir
,E Ø ,ù') ,a mind of secrusion, in this
study means a quiet form of life,
_enjoying things other than mate¡ial pleasures as
described in Jô-ô wabi no Fumi.374
lsee ã.r.2.¡ In this state, an absolute freedom
from the secura¡ world and a calmness of
heart is attained, and consequentry, satis_
faction with life as it is. In other words,
ínton(ffift)refers to the form of life sim_
ilar to that of zen monks when they retire
from this world and enter monasteries
to spend a quiet and ascetic life (for details,
see

2.3.6 andz.3.7).But

the sentence,
'first and foremost possess a mind of seclusion,
emphasises the state of mind
(spirit
or heart), and only thereafter the idea of
riving in seclusion.
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Yamanoue Sôjiki, pp. 52-53.

Iutlily.Yuranoue sôjiki, p. r-2; sonkeikaku yamanoue sôjiki, p. 2. rn Fushinans and
.." ¿¡r¡¿1j into four groups. In addition to the th¡ee
groups already mentioned,
g.r: i: tJrg eroun of warrior Tea persons, daintyô chanoyu
sonkeil<alcu's manuscripts, Tea persons
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Hirota,s transration racks the

the three above-mentioned quarities...,, which
refers to the three qualities mentionei for
the wib¡ Tea person: I¡r, ¿ånotø to chadô,
creative' and with some merit This sentence
is essential in descríbing tùe qualities the great
masters of Tea(neiiin) should possess and
maintain in their everyday I
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In Japan one who lives in this world but has the mind and form of life of a
monk is called shichtï no in(ffi F ø H): 'hidden in the city' or'a city monk' (see
Introduction: city hermits). Nishihori also mentions the connection to the idea of
'city monk' in his bibliographical notes on this part on the text. He continues that it
not only means to escape to the mountains and live in seclusion, but also to retum
to the city and still maintain this hea¡t of seclusion.rzs ¡ r¡-i1a¡ idea is also
exhibited in the last story of Ten Oxherding Pictures where the master Hotei retums home and shares what he has urith others.376 In the same way, the aim of
learning is no longer only to gain something for oneself but hrns into the aim of
giving to others. The state of mind Hotei has atcained, empty-mindness, mushin,
means detachment from the 'self ' and things of the mundane world in general,
which again is compatible with the idea of 'a mind of seclusion'. In Tea the mind
of seclusion is put into practice by the choice of place for tea-rooms; even being in
the city, they are built so that the outside world cannot break in, nor is their existence to be seen from the street.
The sentence continues, 'to have a wabi mind, know (understand) the teachings of Buddh4 and have sensibility for the feelings of walca' (þ (.N < {Å Ë ø) Ë
*ã È'Êf.i D. f,!ffi ØÊtffi1>l&^zJ'L), saying thatalt of thesethree
qualities a¡e needed for a Tea practitioner. Although the grouping of the wo¡ds in
the manuscript is different from that used in this study, for the readability of the
passage I assume that the proper place of the conuna should be before wabíte, not
after it. This changes the meaning such that, to understand the teachings of the
Buddha and the very heart of poetry, first of all one must possess 'the mind of
seclusion', the wabi mind.377

3.

I. 3. 5. Wholeheartedness

One distinctive feature of Jô-ô's precepts for a disciple is that they are quite
practical by nature, concerning utensils used, general atmosphere ofthe tea gathering, or the importance of a skilled eye as I have discussed them above in previous
sections. Behind all of these, one uniting feature is the notion of mind (lcokoro)-ln
Jô-ô Montei e no Hatto, Jô-ô teaches that all acts concerning Tea should come
from the bottom of one's hea¡t.
37s Nishihori 1956, p. 58.
376 For more details, see, for example, Suzuki 1935, pp. 150-l7l; Hirota 1995, pp.297-347;
377

Yanagida 1992, pp.

17 7 -264.

Compare similarities with kozashiki no chanoya... arrd wabi no hon'i... in Section 2.3.6. In
order to understand the true meaning of wabi, one has to take the rcachings of the Buddha as
guidelines for everyday life, as is suggested in this citation that'the mind of seclusiorf , wabi
mind, teachings of Buddha and sensibility for valca a¡e needed for the true Tea person.
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When doing cåøzoyz, communication should be done from the bottom of one's heart.

Jô-ô teaches that when one practises chanoyu, all of the communication, whether

verbal or non-verbal conceming the manners, rules, or the hospitality, ever¡hing
conceming Tea should be done earnestly and wholeheartedly from one's tn¡e

llabi no Fumi,37e where Jô-ô
focuses on the importance of heart (kokoro) in Tea by teaching that no act should

heart. This conveys an idea similar to the one inJô-ô

be separated from the heart whole and entire, emphasising the feeling with which
one should devote oneself to Tea wholeheartedly, both physically and spiritually.

Physically, the heart means the attitude or the state of mind in which the acts a¡e
to be canied out, such as carrying the water, setting flowers and preparing the tea.
Spiritually, the hea¡t refers to the mind one has to possess in order to practise and
understand the wabi style of Tea, as explained in Chapter 2. Jô-ô explains further
that this state of mind applies also to the hospitality in the state where "the hea¡t is
not a\¡/are of being the heart", meaning that a host should not seek ways of pleasing guests on purpose, but try to reach this mutual understanding naturally without
any force, a¡tificial politeness, or any ingratiating behaviou¡. Tllris kokaro suggests
the more concrete features, the spirit in Tea, such as selecting utensils to be used
or the meal served. From this state of mind emerges true nature, and through it
one reaches the desired state, üre highest state of the sublime hea¡t, unintentionally. This lcokaro is philosophical in natu¡e and it is used to describe the highest
state of wabi mind as I explained in sections 2.3.5 and 2.3.7. Jô-ô's main teaching
here is to point out the aim of attaining the highest state of heart(mind) whe¡e the
true nature of a man exists. In this state, all acts become natural without any force.
To be more precise, Jô-ô describes the qualities of this knlcoro in Jô-ô Wabi no
Fumi380 as being something honest and frank in the sense of being tnrly (deeply)
discreet, selfdenying, and ofnot being arrogant. To devote oneselfto the practice
of Teq deeply from the bottom of one's heart, means the same as being honest and
frark (shôjiki), i.e., doing things with and from a true, sincere hea¡t.

378

Jô-ô Montei e no Hatto, p. 50. See also Hirota 1995, p. 210. Hirota ûanslates the sentence
similarly as "Chanoyu is a maner of deep and incisive relationship" to illustrate that relationships between the host and the guests should be deep and keen.

379 J&ô Wabi no Fumi, p.

17. For details, see Section 2.3.7.The cited text reads as follows:

EnÈ ËÈ &l..-'>¿ L(,ù.¡È/¡ã äffiffIXtì L. ËÈ,ù.¿ 'L'Ø->ù'Ù>ffi
-( /¡1,ù. z*+*.¿ãål¡¡lf . âL6-t'l:IÈ ¿:ã¿cFlå. L. 6ù1ãf9¿
=
ù Éå -{ ë t¡ 0 . lnteresting in this citation are the different uses of the word lcokoro: 'f\e
first word ,to&oro suggests one's mind(heart) and it is philosophical in nature. The second

Êñ^l (

l.t

also suggests one's mind, whereas the third &o&oro suggeststhe recipients mind. The second
and third kokoros are more practical referring to the concrete acts in Tea. T\e fotth kokoro
may refer to one's heart (spirit or attinrde) or to someone else's who has reached the ultimate
state, and is philosophical in nature.

380

Jô-ô Wabi no Fumi,

p.

17. See also Section 2.3.3.
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6. Once-in-al ife t ime -me e t íng

The spirit of Tea does not rest only upon the utensils used, nor in the right state of
mind, such as wabi mind, nor in the human relationships separately, but in the

realisation that every occasion occurs only once as it is here and now, and therefore Jô-ô calls tea gatherings

-fr-þøg;lttt
one-time-one-occasion-meeting.

The saying refers to the unique nature of the Way of Tea, the idea of transience
that no gathering can be repeated exactly even though the same host and guests
may come together once again, the same utensils be used, the same food and same
tea served; every meeting is still unique and it happens only once in a lifetime.

Later,

Ii Naosuke (1815-1860)

changed these words a little and wrote down

one of the best-known sayings in chadô:
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Gatherings of chanoyu are called 'once-¡n-a-nfet¡m . For example, even
though the host and the guests have met many times and will meet âgain, today's
gathring cannot be repeated. The gatherings in Te4 they truly are once in a lifetime
occasions.

These words became famous as being said by Ii Naosuke but there is no doubt that
the origin of the idea is in Jô-ô's writings. Nishihori3s3 also süesses the fact that
even though the host and the guests would meet several times, each meeting is

unique; it happens only once. And everything should happen with a deep, mutual
respect. According to Nishihori, this kind of simple and sincere attitude is not sell
evident in the world of Tea, and he presents an interesting opinion conceming the
disagreement between Jôó and Rilqû. He states that, according to Sôga,s (Takeno
Sôga, 1550-1614) postscript to Yamanoue Só7'fh (Nishiho¡i does not, however,
refer particularly to any specific part of the book and in the cKZ copy of the book,

this was not found), Rikyu did not like Jô-ô's style of trying to solve all the
problems of the world with "Buddhist prayers for mankind". Nishihori explains
this in the passage found in the Yamanoue Sôjiki version of Mata Jittei no Kotp,lt4
where it says that Rikyu disliked the idea of 'once-in-a-lifetime-meeting' that Jô-ô
established as a guideline for his disciples.

l8l

Mata Jitrei no Koto, p. 29.

382 Chanoyu lchieishrl, p. 331. Similarty in Yamanoue
Sôjiki,
383 Nishihori t956, pp.4345.
384 Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93. See also similar intepretation

p. 93.

by Tsutsui 1987, p.331
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The main interest here is the translation of the sentence, "At the present time
this was disliked by Riþr¡'3es, which Nishihori interprets as the whole idea'oncein-a-lifetime-meeting', was disliked by Rikyu. However, could the sentence cited
above not also be translated as'at the present fírne, Rikyû dislikes this'? The pas-

in Yamanoue,Só7ifri continues by explaining how ttre essence and the meaning of Tea as well as the meaning of 'once-in-a-lifetime-meeting' has changed in
the present time, and it is the tense as well as the changes in Tea that are disliked
by Rikyû, not the idea of a 'once-in-thelifetime-meeting'. Nishihori has not paid
attention to the word fól (EÉ), present time, except by refening to Rikyû, which
seems a rather unlikely reading, considering how the passage continues. However,
Nishihori supports his theory with another part of Yamanoue Sójih where it is
explained what skills the Tea Masters should possess3s6: they should be good in
traditional forms of arts like Nó, dance, and poetry, which were all especially
appreciated by Jô-ô. Last on the list, the sword' is also mentioned, which Nishihori seems to understand as a reference to the "sword of wisdom" (riken: see Section 3.2.4). If so, this indicates that Rilqrû tried to solve things using more
practical means and that Rikyû w¿¡s a more practical man. He understood the
problems of the real world better than Jô-ô, who lived more in an ideal world
surrounded by the pleasures oftraditional a¡ts and Buddhist teachings.
I agree fully with this explanation of 'the sword'. But this does not have to
indicate disagreement between Rikyû and Jô-ô, just differences between them.
After all, it must be kept in mind that all this is written by a third person,
Yamanoue Sôji, and reflects more or less his opinions and interpretations about
what was said or done. This also concems the earlier interpretation of a'once-in-alifetime-meeting'387 in which Jô-ô teaches that Tea should be a'once-in-alifetimemeeting', that one should not discuss the affairs of this world in the tea-room, such
as religious and family matters, another's property or personal character, and that
tea should be prepared with a tranquil heart. Jô-ô also teaches that everyone in the
tea-room should be treated with equal rcspect. Even if the sentence is interpreted
sage

38s YamanoueSôjiki,p.g3.Thewholecitationreadsasfollows:

g.

¡E-!E,/Ë
*),.2!l
l=. *.a gÊ*e,, -*A'ù'Ø& =ffiÉ,/ ffiE^ I v7 , . ig- EËfû
t ffi.tvtv&, ffiaã.#.t WÉH,ùv, , , ffi-, ffit äâH t, l-=Ê. Ë
&Y *. ZFr. A9Jn4&.É=. ff ,t X&ì !J l- +. Ë!ü^Ã a t) ütv-<
) à/ tù =, +È.7 rIüR. tflÈ:*Éffi*Æ.e.
f . -H=-ff
'
386 Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 9a:*E )
ffi=Bt!7'&, ffi=H¡vÈ,8/\. - tÐ / -L. {I^
lå. fiËtrÊþ. ÉL#. n / L Afterparting from one'smaste¡ of chanoyt,virh.¡es that
the [new] master should possess are above ever¡hing else. As in the teachings of Buddha
the Way of poetry, Nd or dance, and swordmanship... Nishihori bases his theory upon the
words 7J

./ }.-. ln Fushinan's manuscúpt it says )J ,/ .t Ë : the endings -t and .t' Ë are
l¡ Sonkeilcaku's manuscript il says )J ,¡ -t Ë seems to be a printing mistake. See

honorific.

also Tsutsui 1987, p. 336.

387

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 93.
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it is unlikely, considering the cultr¡ral and philosophical background of chadô, that Rilqrû would use such a stong expression as dislike about
his own teacher. This is, after all, Yamanoue Sôji's opinion.
The idea of 'once-in-a-lifetime' also indicates the impermanence of things and
the nature of time having its root already in the teachings of Nâgârjuna388 who
claimed that through the comprehension of impermanence one can enter the state
of súnyatâ, emptiness, as state which is also attained in the ultimate state of Tea.
About time, Nâgârjuna teaches that "the only mode of existence that time has is as
a set of relations among empirical phenomena. Apart from those phenomena and
those relations, there is no time."38e In Tea also, the idea of 'oncæ-in-a-lifetime'
confirms the concept of impermanence. One should ûry to reach the state of 'notime', leave ever¡hing concerning this world outside the tea-room and concentrate
for the moment and occasion right here and now. To be able to do this, one should
seek the state of no-mindness, the absolute freedom of the heart. In this sense the
tea-room symbolises both'the other world' that exists outside our everyday life
and empirical phenomena spiritually, since it is said to symbolise the pure world
of the Buddha (Section 2.3.6), and in concrete matt€rs being as plain and empty in
construction, decoration and fumiture as possible (sections 4.2.2 and4.2.3).
Jô-ô's philosophy of chadô can be summa¡ised in the following themes: the
as Nishihori does,

tools for learning should be old but the mind should be open for new things. Then,
general appe¿ìrance or style should be learnt from the great, old masters. Teika in
poetry and Shukô in chadô were philosophically important masters for Jô-ô. Jô-ô
also emphasised the idea of a skilled eye (mekiki), being a real connoisseur of a¡t
and being able to distinguish utensils suitable for Tea It became possible to attain
these dispositions through the carefril study of Tea. In everything, what is natural
is appropriate, and what is artificial is inappropriate. Another important factor is
the Buddhist influence in Jô-ô's philosophy of chadõ. As in Montei e no Hatto,
Jô-ô writes that, a 'devotee of Tea should first and foremost possess the mind of
seclusion'. Jô-ô advises his disciples to practise Tea earnestly \Ãrith a sincere heart
and to keep in mind that every meeting takes place only once in a lifetime.

3tt

VenkataRamanan 1971, p. 149.

389 Garfield

1995, p. 257. Garfield also mentions in the footnote that Nâgârjuna's concept of
time was the foundation for Dôgen's later analysis of Ujr, Being Time (see Cleary 1986, pp.
104-106). Dôgen says in the text U;¡, Being Time, that time of being m€aris time is already
being, in other words, all being is time. Dôgen continues that each thing of this whole world
is an individual time.
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3.2. RIKYÛ'S IDEA

¡/v

CHAoô

OFruW IN CHAÐO: PHILOSOPHICAL

ASPECTS

Even though there a¡e many studies of Rikyû as a Tea person, of the historical
facts behind the development of his wabi style of Tea, and of his tea utensils, the
philosophical aspects behind his tea have not been studied in depth. According to

an anecdote in Zuiry,ûsai Nobelcami no Sho,3N Rikyû learnt from Jô-ô the aesthetics of Tea: the tradition of using, ananging and combining diffe¡ent kinds of
tea utensils, Japanese and foreign, in good taste. This not only concerns tea utensils but also the constmction of the roji path and tea-house. Concerning the ability
to adapt new utensils to Tea, Jô-ô can really be said to be a leading figure (see 4.3
and 4.4). But conceming the philosophical background of Te4 Tea as a lü/ay
(michi), Rikyû followed the tradition of Shukô. Since there are not many literary
remains of Shukô's works on Tea, Riþû's philosophical notions in chadô need to
be examined through Jô-ô, who studied Tea from Shukô's disciples. Even though
it sounds very simple and clear, it is difficult to keep these two domains, aesthetics and philosophy, separate from each other. Both Riþû's aesthetics and philosophy convey ideas from Shukô and Jô-ô. Sometimes it may be difficult to speci$
which came from whom, and it may be argued whether it is so important to know

the difFerence, or whether perhaps it is enough to understand their role in the
development of Rikyû's chadô. Rikyû also learnt the importance of Zen in order to
attain a deeper understanding ofTea from Shukô and Jô-ô.

3.2.1. The Essence of Tea Lies in Everyday Acts

ln Nanpôroku's Oboegaki Rikyû

teaches that Tea in the little tea-room, wabichadô, is first of all following the teachings of the Buddha and is based on devotion to spiritual training in order to attain the Way.3el This means that, fust and
foremost, one should keep the n¡les and the teachings of the Buddha in one's
mind, be awa¡e of them, and to use t}tem as guidelines in one's life. Therefore, one
should not desire prosperity in this world, such as a luxurious house and form of

if the house does not leak and the food keeps one from
starving (compare with Zencharoku Section 2.3.1). Following the teachings of the
Buddha also involves devoting oneself to spiritual training to be undertaken in
everyday acts such as carrying water, collecting firewood, boiling water, preparing
life, but be satisfied

3e0 ZuiryûsaiNobekaminoSho,p. ll0:

3er

frz.ffiEF=l€tF. Ë2.*)E ='Ê+ LF Ltv

(Zuiryûsai [650-1691] was 5th lemoto [Grand Tea Master] of Omotesenlæ).
Nanpôroku, p.3: l;Æ*Ø#t)Wlifr-thlFèD)o<É'ñffiË-f â++8... 'Tea in the
little tea-room is, first ofall, to follow teachings ofthe Buddha" to devote oneselfto ascetic
training in order to attain th€ Way...' For more details, see Section 2.3.6.
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te4 offering it to the Buddha senring it to others, and finally also having some tea
ourselves. There is nothing more to know.
Without a doubt, Rikyi¡ emphasises the idea

of modesty and dignity as it is

expressed in Shukô's Kol<oro no Fumi below:

ftìË. H-þ ! ! $"r,f,'/'* Àå' L*' i

&3e2

The worst thing in this Way [of Tea] is to be conceited and obstinate.

¡r7)$þØ( å Ð EtlÉílc<tr. /¡lt ( ffi'. åf*t¿<1F. /: r f:$tu7)rl'þ )
bt) ê+t <{Ê. Xz.. å.*1"/¡( <ÈrrbÈË&3e3

fr

No matter how elegant and refined one's sense of Tea may be, it will be spoilt with too
much grieving over one's shortcomings. This is a crucial point and needs 1o be considered careñ¡lly. Remember that s€lËsatisfaction and self-attachment are inapproPriate
m¡lnners, but without any self-esteem at all, the V/ay remains unattainable'

Avoiding the feelings of self-satisfaction and self-attachment refers to modesty
and humility in all everyday acts and behaviour. No matter how skillñrl one is in
Tea, knowing manners and having the taste to select utensils are important. If one
is conceited and obstinate, it diminishes the beauty and atüaction of one's Tea. On
the other hand, if one has no dignity at all, one cannot attain the Way, become one
with the Buddha mind(heart). Tea is not to be done with the utensils but with the
heart.

Furthermore, by saying that a luxurious house and a taste for delicacies a¡e
only pleasures of the mundane world, Rikyu seems to make a clear distinction
between the concepts of the secular world (zoÈnser) and the world of the Buddha
(Bussetcai): a luxurious life with a taste fo¡ delicacies belong to the pleasures of
the secular world, whereas a simple and modest form of life that even may look
materially poor refers to the life in 'anothe¡ world', in a pure 'world of Buddha'.
Similarly in Nanpôrolat the essence of wabi was described emerging from the
crystal clear and pure world of the Buddh¿.3ea Jþs¡sfsre, one should'sweep away
the dust of the heart' before entering the tea-room that symbolises 'the other

world'. The word 'dust' mainly refers to the actual cleaning emphasised in chadô
as well as in Zen monasteries, something taken to be conducive to enlightenment'
ln Zen monasteries, not only cleaning but all day-to-day activities are strictly
regulated. For exarnple, of the 90 or more chaPters of Dôgens Shôbôgenzô, nearly
a third explain the regulations of everyday monastic activities, such as meditation,
prayer, study, sleep, dress, having meals, and bathing.3e5 Nowadays in Te4 too'

392

Shukô Furuichi Harima Hôshi Ate Isshi,

p.3.

le3 Shukô Furuichi Ha¡ima Flôshi Ate lsshi, p. 3.
394 Nanpôroku, p. 264: tTXtE I *â¡r... 'And furthermore, tÌ¡e essence
details, see sections 2.3.2 and2.3.6-

3e5 Collcutt

1981,

p. 148.

of w¿åi...' For
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all acts are regulated: how to serve tea, clean, handle utensils, and walk, as well as
the contents of discussion in the tea-room. As practised in Zen monasteries, Rilqrû
also stresses the importance of cleaning in Tea. He adds that, if all these acts of
everyday life are done wholeheartedly (straight from one's heaf), there is no need
to explain the rules of Tea in detail. This resembles Dôgen's ideas about washing:

"all these actions express the right Dharma of the Buddhas and Patriarchs of the
three eras"39ó, meaning that the teachings of Buddha are everywhere, even in the
act of cleaning. Paul williams also cites Dôgen that '...all is sentient being, all
beings are (all being is) the Buddha natu¡e..."3e7 It is not claimed here that all
sentient beings have Buddha nature, but more widely, that sentient being refers to
ever¡hing. Moreover, in everything is the Buddha nature in the sense that the
Buddha nature is not only in human beings but also in all things and actions.
Rikyû teaches that the essence of Tea lies in a simple and modest form of life

or in everyday acts and in carrying them out with a pure heart. This becomes
synonymous with the teaching of the Buddha and spirinral training, which in
Tea leads to absolute naturalness and in Zen to nírvâna.In this absolute state of
the heart, all acts become natural and everything becomes one with the Buddha
nature. Differentiating the meaning of the absolute state of the heart in Tea and in
Zen is important. Even though Rilqrû speaks about the teachings of the Buddha

of the Buddh4 these concepts should not be taken and
understood in the context of chadô as they are understood in Zen. Ratheç these
are metaphors referring to a certain state of mind in which all everyday acts are
and the pure world

canied out, and to a simple and modest form of life leading to the absolute
naturalness in everything, not literally devoting oneself to Buddhist studies.
The materials in NanpôroÉa suggest that Rikyû's Tea was ascetic and strong-

ly influenced by the idea of poverty inz,enBuddhism.3es n*ya seems to point out
the idea that, better than being rich in material things but poor in spirit, is to be
rich in spirit and poor in material respects. Things that may seem materially poor
and plain can yet be rich in the way (spiritual richness). Rikyû followed this
principle in his Tea by favouring small and humble tea-rooms (smaller than fourand-a-half mat rooms) and Japanese tea utensils instead of the famous Chinese
objects, prefening dark, earth-colours, such as grey and brown (Section 4.4).
Above all, Tea should be done with a pure heart in order to attain the Way, i.e., to
become one with the Buddha nature; to find one's treasure of the hea¡t.
3e6 Collcutt

1981,

p. 148.
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Williams 1989, p. I14.

398

As similarly as

expressed

in

Shôdôka, p.

a5:

fifr? trffiÈ 9¡E,AfrÉTÈâHUg.

HtÊ1ftÈ€ËFlJ,ù.¡H *ftrø 'I am a poor disciple of Buddha. You can call me poor, bur
actually I am poor only in my body. tn the Way - I am not poor at all. For being poor means
that I always wear rags. The Way means tbat I have a priceless jewel hidden in my heart.'
See Section 2-3.5.
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of chanoyu' Rikyû teaches

as

follows in his poem

found in NanPôrolar'
ChanøYu is
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nothingbut

just boil the wate¡
make some teå, and drink

it'

This is the essence

) jAr<ù t) lrv
*7ll'<v3ee

that must be known'

a cup of tea
Tea is nothing more than Fepaling
all,
after
is
simple:
The message
this poem Riklrù
of Tea lies in euJryaay acts. with
and drinking it. The essence
ones (see Section

things afe also thå most difficult
teaches also that the simplest
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to spiritual
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which he
on a careful study of the old masters'
Jô-ô's concept of Tea is based
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to bring something new and inventive
the proper style, one is ready
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without any heart, tle proper fonn is just
an empty sheil (see the connection
to
Shukô's teaching in Kokoro no Fumi,
Section 3.2.1)-r¡e ì¿ea of the heart
as a
basis for aü rearning was emphasised
in Nanpôrorru bv chiJg that, if the
host
and the guest possess the attitude
of the straightfor.ward heaf, they wilr under_
stand each other without having to explain
the rures of chadô in detail.4'r This
supports the craim I introduced earlier,
that for Rilryû rearning shourd proceed
from heart to style.
Learning with the heart courd be ca,ed
the right spirit for practising Tea,
which leads to the idea of spiritual taining
in Tea. g*o,hoogh Riþd,s methods
for attaining the rù/ay were different ûoL
Jôó,s, Rihrû did not overlook the
teachings of the old master. He just placed
the reaming or tn"m in the later stage
in the leaming process of Tea and understood
the meaning of them differently.
According to the following passage fuom
Nanpôroåa, Rikyû seems to understand
the admonitions, i.e-, the rures of Tea,
of the old masters as-,a stairs, for
learning:

Ê+7 t,ùi.
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There are a hu¡dred thousand rures and
regulations concerning Tea, and among
them
¿o¡t¿401 ranks firsr. Ancient
.ùË.infined themsel-ie;;
[rures and
regulationsl and considered these to be
the true.mean ng of chanoyu. Thinking

r^t.

;;-r"

that aI
the rules are imporrant, they marked aor"o
oiry o"re-into-t¡ã-rí"r.iïäor¿r. n*yo
says that the rures are rike stairs: I possessed
an ambition
i'it t igt e.
eamestly questioned priests
"rg"¡r,J.lìoi"
Daitokuji or Nanshûji tempies.
FÀr-r".¡"g
to eve_
-of
ning I maintained the rures of Zen and
oi"¿. u.o, æ a foundation [for the various rures
of Teal. I simplified the rures and regurations
concerning ,h.
of serving
Tea(shoin styre), discovered the land-ofau¿ãta
n a rojigarden,'rand "yre
carried
the idea
of wabi to its curmination in the trno-rui
tn.t.i.ã nut. ¿euoieo myserf to
ascetic training by coilecting the f'ewood
and carrying *utrr. en¿nn"liy, I reached
the realisation that the true taste exists
in one bowl oitã...
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Hirota's translation differs in the interpretation
of the opening sentence, ,,There are
a hundred thousand rules and regulations
governing the daisu and other aspects
of
*

tea."

Apparently Hi¡ota interprets no¡iÃras ,including,
(including da¡su and the

Nanpôroku, p.264: È* l.+=¡¡,67
*|v,,s...
::l
402
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Nanpôroku, p.265.

Murai 1988, p'

ll'

More detaits in Secrion 2.3.2.

Daisu-is a chinese style of lacquered stand
for serving
and displaying
---e tea
it is used in the most próper (highest) style of
Tea.
404 Hirota
1995, pp.236-237.
tea utensils, and
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other ways of preparing teq the rules are numerous.'.). This is definitely correct.
But perhaps hajime could also be used in the sense of 'the most importaint thing',
'the origin', or'the root', as suggested in this study. This interpretation is supported
by a passage found in Nanpôrolw's Oboegaki which says that, 'the foundation of

¿T â "'),40s which supports
chanoyulies in daisu..! (#W ltÊ+å&ñ
the claim thæ daisu is the most important, the basis, but also the most complicated
comprising many rules.

Rikyu seems to imply in this passage from Nanpôroht, that leaming the
rules, the form of the old great masters, should not be the foremost aim of Tea
studies. One should not expect to copy every single thing and every saying ofthe
old masters, but rather to see these rules as guidelines to attain the Way, one's own
Way, in chadô.In the world of Tea, as inZen monasteries, there are numerous
rules for the practitioners on how to conduct their everyday life. Simila¡ to
Dôgen's explanation of the meaning of the regulations in Zen, Rikyû¡ explains in
this citation that the importance of rules is that they tell how and why things
should be done.a06 But by only following the rules, one will not attain the true
understanding of Te4 or, as in Zen, the tn¡e nafi¡¡e of the Buddh4 which is again
gained through acts and through understanding how and why the rules a¡e followed. Mastering the mles is not the same ¿¡s understanding the true meaning of
Tea: rules are like means or tools for attaining the ultimate goal; they are not the
truth. This is often misunderstood, Rikyû criticises.
For Rikyu rules are like'stairs' or'tools' for studies which, step by step, lead
toward the final goal. Rikyû explains this fiuther and says that because he had an
ambition to go higher, to devote his life to the Way of Tea in order to understand
the true meaning of Te4 he studied with famous Zen priests and questioned them.
Furthermore, by succeeding in complying with these rules in everyday life (this

refers to a modest and ascetic form of life, such as in the Zen monasteries), it
becomes possible to attain the absolute state of the heart without a desire for the
pleasures and luxury of this world.
In the world of Tea this means that the foundation of Tea is in the wabi style
of Tea and therefore, Rilqri¡ simplified the mles of the formal såoirz style of TeaHe discovered the tand of Buddha in the roji path and tnthe wabi style of Tea and
through them the ultimate state of the modest thatched hut with a two-mat room.
He realised that all acts in one's everyday life a¡e acts of training in the terms of
Zen (the idea comes close to the idea of shukke, see Section 2.3.5), and finally,
through all this, he found the true taste of tea in one cup of tea. This means that
finally, little by little, through all these acts, Rikyû reached an understanding: The
true meaning of Tea is to be found in the very simplest things, such as preparing a

4os Nanpôroku, p,3.
406 Collcutt 1981, p. 148.
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cup of tea or in normal, everyday acts not in rules. According to Rilqrû, nrles
should be leamt so that following them becomes natural and free from the
hindrances of the mind (intellectual reasoning).

similarly to Jô-ô, Rikyû considers that the foundation consists in proper
style, in learning the great masters or studying the shôfútei,the proper style, i.e.,
the shoin style of Tea. But for Rikyû the leaming of Tea seems to be a twolayered process. First, one needs to learn it with the heart, and after that one needs
to learn the form. In studying the form one should keep in mind the rules of the
old masters and move from the wabi style toward the shoin style. Even though
Rikyû also considers the såoin style as the foundation of Tea, he teaches it after
mastering the simpler wabi style. conceming the study process, Rilcyu moves
from simple to difficulq from waåi to shoin and reverses the leaming process that
Jô-ô had taught ea¡lier. This can be seen in the following citation ftom Nanpô-

roku:

/ É-..t I 7¡:. *Hå+ ) *7Ëzx+ l.Ë^=. õfo l.:67rF
ä, HÆ., 3 | tslt Ð I
lËæyz. tàT l:7ËrFã, *.rt
, 7 E ,¡ E*.=Ënt.þ,^t^
ffi.y le.ffi 3 , , r,f X. ù
,q,_ìE
, = r 7 ., e .t,È. 7 f,I l- /E v v 7 É,îÍ 7 /v ! ù = t^#.
^ltt l 7
/{, Ê+. +^ . lfzl=-.,\'Ê, ^Ë=+} þJ¡lzrfi=^-r+z}.
Ë=
r- / ),.=7f =r 7¿r. *Ë. gftH. Êf Z.r'æ,ù,tþ7,407
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Rikyt says... At least for those who wish to tearn the rutes on shoin daisu, answerl
because I do not know them [rules], I cannot teach them. I will instn¡ct students with
ease only in sôan style of Tea; I will not even tell them the rules in detail. The main
rules I will make them remember by the mesh of the ørani. Afrer being taught how to
arange the cha¡coal, I will teach them roughly [only one way] how to make thick tea
and thin tea. Then they must contemplate over and over again the mind of wabi and
doing ascetic practices. some day, when the preparatory studies are mastered, ifthere
is even one person among t€n or twenty persons who has understood the rue meaning
-i
of the way, and should enter the way, or one who could enter the way, at that time,
will answer their wishes and teach them the da¡sa style of Tea...

I

For Rikyû, in the beginning, teaching rules is not important. It is more important
to conc.entrate on the spirit of wøåi, to possess the right state of mind. Besides this
right attitude, Riþú emphasises remembering rules nah¡¡ally: learning with the

body ('by the mesh of the tatami mat'). After one has leamt Tea by hearq it
becomes possible to understand the rules intellectually. For Riþú, learning is
moving from the body (leaming by repeating the acts several times and by watch-

ing others practising) to the spirit (waåi mindþeartl) and only then to

the

understanding (intellectuavlogical mind). According to Riþrû, rules can be taught
only if a person possesses the wabi mind and leads an ascetic life, like the monks
tn Zen monasteries. However, the most important factor is the wabi mind. This
407 Nanpôroku, p.266.
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shows that Rilcyû was more realistic and practical in his attitude to the learning
process while Jôó \ ¡as more philosophical and abstract (Section 3.1.3.6).408

3.2.3. Concept of Naturalness

Rikyû criticises those who try to please another Person, not from a pure heart but
because of leamt manners, in order to meet with general acceptance, or to gain
some merit; for instance in a case where a person tries to please a respected Tea
master. According to Rikyf¡" the intended aim to please another is artificial and
inappropriate. But if one succeeds in pleasing another without any such intention,
then the true way of pleasing comes naturally. Ïn Nanpôroht, this is discussed as
follows:

4 rt+ Ù =F'L'y7/rt t*4t l'F"1, &,t
E, 4 n =+8,/'L,=ùì7 il e V, vrt v l+ù14 4 fl tvt'7 y
\. l€+Ë / *. +tUv/s, 7,r tþ n = \a 3++ ) Lþ,. *H,/^
1.,/ ì 7V'¡\, -fr, Ë=7Jl':¡t l''=Êì''iÉ=7rr
E=,ù=þltr?
-?17rv&,, 1)'Vt\=y, ùt7)'=y,
rtì'l Filtv."7 ?r' 409

ã . +È. E-/,L,+1,

How should the spirit (mood) between a guest and a host be understood as being
satisfactory? Sôeki answers: it is certainly good to have a match of hearts (minds), but
[intentional] aiming to reach a match of hearts (minds) is bad. A host and guest who
have attained the ultimaæ state of the heart (mind) [i.e., the Buddha-mind], luill¡f¿qb
the oreferable staæ [ofheartsl naturall.r. rühen an inexperienced person is only seeking
for a match of hearts (minds), it just leads the wrong way and to misstep by each. That
is why having a match of hearts is good, but the desire to achieve a match of hearts is
bad.

A mutual undentanding, the match of heafs between the host and the guests, is
important, but this match should be reached naturally without an attempt to coerce
these feelings. That is, i¡ chadô one should not try ha¡d to achieve another's
acceptance, or to use utensils and serve food which a¡e known to be preferred by
the guests, but to praçtise Tea with the utensils one owns and which are tlre most
suitable for the occasion as well as for the season. However, this becomes possible

only for those who are able to practise Tea from a true heart, with a sincere heart,
meaning a host and a guest who have attained the state of satori ('{+ Ë / æ '
F l). In this study satori is described as the ultimate state of the mind, the
Buddha-mind which can be attained through spiritual (ascetic) training, living a
408

Kurasawa explains that Rikyt's Tea is moving from the ¡óaz style of Tea into the darsz style
of Tea and backwards. Notes on Kurasawa Yukihiro's lecture on Nanpôroku (Nanpôroku wo
yomu) at Kôbe University, Deccmbcr 12, 1996. See also Hirota 1995, p. 238. Hirotas trans-

lation differs in the word hitotôri which he interprets as "one method", which is slightly
different from the meaning given in this study.

409 Nanpôroku, p.5.
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simple life in solitude (see sections 2.3.7 and,3.1.3.4). It follows that in this
absolute state of heart(mind), all acts become naflurr.ato A simila¡ idea of nanralness
is explained in the following citation fromGenryichawa:

ttJllf.ø*,

ê

L|,1¿

â

r I L.

å tt Lt¿ ã,t;È: L r+n

Rikyû has said: having [the feering ofJ serenity naturaily is good, but imposing
[the
feeling ofl serenity artificially is bad.

These words of Rikyû actuatly refer to the story of a middle gate (chûmon;
see
Plate 2) in the roTi path, but they can also be understood as a being a general
rule
in his Tea. He further explains that things looking old and modest can actually be
made to look old on purpose (section 4.5, an anecdote about the middle gate).

However, this does not fulfil the idea of naturalnes s in chadô, nor does it possess
the spirit of wabi (as explained in Secrion 4.2.3). Letring things happen naturally
is good. Likewise in chadô, all acts should come from the bottom of one's
hea¡t

without falsehood and lies (see sections 2.3.3 and2.3.4).412
rn Nanpôrolw, Rikyû illustates that the idea of naturalness is conveyed by
the simplest thing. For instance, in the summer one should convey the feeling
of
coolness and in the winter the feeling of warmth.

..'fi = F'..=, H.tr,l rt
=+ffi:/+¡f þ =. gny' ù =+T ì :ùt
tvlù =, ffitl.fi,/ V I t,
=. X¿'flfi /y z+lù =, =V=7A6+
zrÃ ì{ÊÉF j,vV=. F,!Å;FRy7,
t,¿rãÊ+ê4./ffi=7fÊ h
,( ¡"vT vt\. yg ) Ê. +ÌT ? t.', Ê l,ù=i T7t
ù
t e , RÐ$=<.1 !'ñfrî =l tv'<y l.tÊF , )v. 4t3 =V7.ñlÊ,
ty

Rikyt answen: "ln the su¡nmer
to bring out the feeling of coolness, in the winter
the feeling of warmth: set the charcoal so that water will boil and make a delicious cup
oftea - these are all the secrets to teil", he said. A person who asked about this grew

4r0

no Fumi, p. t7:
?Tp*: the passage of Jô-ô Wabi
-.>å L<,ù.Ef¡ä 6ffi(Fl¡lil,"
Ë ü,ù ¿,ù.Øoà¡&:ÉFtl {¡ a r¡4,¿. ä*tÈ ¿ Ãå/Àfu É. fi L àTl¿ ¡ å å : å l¡
pf.&,¿ : ôl)\frþ! ¿. ò ã,t -l
å /¡ g ,There is no act to be separated from the one mind.

This means also hospitality in the state wher€ "the heart is not awa¡e of being the heart,', in
other words this can be c¿lled the true nature of the heart, through which we will reach the
desired state unintentionally. This state should also be called the highest state of the sublime

4l¡

heart.'
Genryûchawa, p. 428. See in detail, Section 3.1.3.3.

412 I

introduced a similar idea in Section 3.1.3 when describing Jô-ô's idea of wabi'n chadó.
Since most of the sources used in this study are from the l6th century and collected by the
disciples or by other Tea persons who admired the work of the Great Tea Masters Shukô,
Jô-ô and Rikyû, it is difücult to say anything defmite and exact about their origins. However,
it can be argued that it is logical to expeçt that the tradition of Tea was transmitted chrono-

413

logically from shukô to Jô-ô and fi,rther, to Rikyt. This being the cas€, the teaching of
naturalness, for example, can be considered to be a teaching of Jô-ô which was transmitted
to his disciple, Rikyû (see Section 3.1.3.3).
Nanpôroku, p.8.
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ill-humoured, "That is what anyone knows!", he replies. Sôeki continues, "lf it is so,
please sbow that you can fulfil these expectations, and, if you can, I will become your
guest and I should (even) become your disciple."

Rikyû teaches that the simplest acts a¡e the most difficult to perfonn naturally,
such as in Tea setting the fire so that water will boil or walking on the tatami mat
in a way that the sound of the faäi-socks is pleasing. The sense of coolness is
promoted in Tea, for example, by the choice of tea utensils and sweets: in sumrner
wide and shallow bowls are prefened as well as sweets that give a sense of
coolness.al4 Being aware of the season at hand, or even being a little in advance of
the season, is an important ide¿ in Tea. With the selection of the food served,
the utensils used and the theme chosen for the gathering, such as enjoying the
cherry blossoms, the new green of the early summer, or the crimson leaves of the
autumn, or the full moon gatherings, the host will convey beautiñ¡l images of the
approaching season or the season at hand. [n winter tea gatherings, the sense of
warmth is promoted by using high and na¡row bowls, or serving, for example,
steamed main sweets (omogashí).a15 During the winter, sweets are usually of
manju, or kinton type conveying a feeling of warmth both by the colours and the
names of the ingredients used. Ever¡hing one does should be as natural as breathing, so that one should not even think about an¡hing.
This kind oftrue naturalness, the unintentional naturalness, can be illustrated
by the following poem by Jien (1155-1225) and the explanation following it,
which is found in another partof Nanpôrolar

E¡.y lE.z+ry27 E7&Er.* Ì. /=E¡r:ll.Ê
'..= / rt 47 7 7v, tZ V 7v, r' E,Zñ¡'V
^Vfl ".
ü Ìr= þX.*Fv ztv rS4i7P"'al6

4y

/

To think that / I will not think / is still thinking. / Don't think / even of not-thirùinglal1
...about forgetting these rules: if you wish to forget things, while thinking of them it is

4

14

E.g., swe€ts made of white beans covered with leanten (wriuen with the Chinese characters
"cold" and "heaven",
X). The sweets, such as mizabotan (water peony), are na¡ned to
give a sense of coolness, and the üansparency of kanten gives the image of crystal-clear

*

water.

415

Tea practitioners enjoy the beauties ofthe season: sweets have poetic names, such as Så¡áa
no Yuki. 'Snow on the Brushwood', or Ohanabira, 'Flower Petal' (r€ferring to the camellia
blooming in mid-winter). In winter the sweets are usually manjú maóe of sweet red beans,
azuki, and covered wilh mochi, which usually has a bumt decoration on the top. Another
typical sweet during the winter is kinton, which is made of finely ground white sweet beans
and sweet red beans.

416

Nanpôroku, pp. 322-323.

4t7

Suzuki 1988, p. I12. Another translation of the poem is by Suzuki and goes as follows: "To
think that I am not going / To think of you any more / Is still thinking of you. / Let me then
try not to think / That I am not going to think of You.n ln this snrdy, however, it is suggested
that the stress is on thinking and on the confusion of too much thinking, not on "you" which
emphasises the meaning of a love poem.
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difücult. But before you realise, the time will come when the rules are forgotten
naturally...

The poem suggests that you should not be thinking over various matters
all the
time - don't think too much! similarly, when one studies the rules of Tea
one
should not think too much. Trying ha¡d to remember makes it difficult to
re_
member. Things should be leamt so that they come naturally. In practising
Te4
even the thought of acting naturally makes acting already unnatural, as when
thinking, 'I am breathing now' when one breathes. As soon as one is not even
thinking of acting nahrally, the true naturalness wilt a¡ise spontaneously. In
traditional forms of art, such as chadô or.l/ó, this is a result of long time studies and

discipline

- becoming one with the form of art.ars Rilqú seems to make a differ_
ence between the words shizen, naturalness, and tennen innate natr.¡ralness
which
includes the idea of spontaneity. Rikyû's naturalness is the latter: innate
naturalness where all acts a¡e unartificial and spontaneous, because he seems
to prefer
using tennen instead of shizen. Tennen also conveys the idea of supernaturality,
that something is not made by a human being but by heaven, and therefore
it

can

only come true in the ultimate state of the mind(heart).ale
The book called chawashó provides another point of view on Riþú's idea

of

naturalness:

flffi#.+Éft 2.9t t=(. Ê * å { ø H tr.¡tt¿ å tb. : L þ a ( zr /¡ !
Þ+ü,. ËË¡./¿ r,ù.lS* ã&=]]*f ^ L. *2. tÈ6þJr¡h å Ì¡.
X*2.,ù.å!øÉ'tÍtc- L<. ¿ Ø|å1:-frÃ,+9-ù,bT,
/¿ \+àtÉ(,ù.
ù Æ It tr, t<Øf&ð{fi l..lÊ þ å> g þ¡þ, a20
Rikyû says that mastering chaji tainmg means that nature and rea become one; there
is nothing artificial. Practices mean only thæ one should manage to
."lmnes, of

"tt"inheart; feeling
heart, yet the means of training are ever¡vhere. Tea means traioiog one,s
free to enjoy the occasion. when years have passed and one has done Tea with the
heaf, one shall understand this [as natura[y and imperceptibly] as the ice melts.

rn chawashó, Joshinsai (1706-125l) speaks in metaphors. The word chaji means
tea gathering as a whole with kaiseki serving both thick tea and thin tea, not just
a
cup of tea.a2l However, in this context, the word is used to mean chadô, the
way of Tea in general. Mastering Tea (chadô) means that the practice of rea and
nature become one. In this citation the word shizen, nanralness, is used instead,

4lE
419
420

42t

For more details, see section 2.3.4 onBashô's saying about bamboo,s and pinesTennen wasalso used in Obægaki ofNanpôroku, see Section 2.3,7.
Chawashô, p.265. Chawashó was written by the seventh Grand Tea Master of Ozo tesenle
Joshinsai Sôsa and edited by Kawakami Fuhaku (1716-1807) who also commented on the
original text. Chawashô is said to transmit the Senke style of Tea: teachings of Rilcyû to his
grandson Sôtan and all the way to the Joshinsai. For details, see Horinouchi 1957, pp.270276, and Genshoku Chadô Daijiten, s.v. Chawashô and Omotesenlæ.
See Introduction (Section 1.6) on the course

ofthe tea gathering.
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the seasonal
focusing on the meaning of the nature of Tea as an art. l¡ chadô
used, as
or
flowers
utensils
peculiarities are taken into account in the selection of
well as in the meal served. The construction materials for tea-rooms are also as
In roTi
natural as possible, made of earthen walls and unpolished middle-pillars'
into
there is no gardening in the sense that plants and flowers would be alranged
without
flowplants
certain g¡oups or shapes as in westem gardening. Evergreen
(sections
ers are used, giving an atmosphere of being in the depth of the forest
4.2.2and4.2.3).
On the other hand, shizenis used here as a synonym fot tenneninNanpôrola4
with nature
meaning that after practising over and over agair¡ one becomes one
oband attains a state of naturalness where the results of the practices ¿re easily
becomes as
tained. Nothing artificial takes place in any act or behaviour, and Tea
natural as everything in nature. In the second half of the cited passage Rilçyfi
should attain
emphasises the importance of the heaft in Tea: fust and foremost one
the state of tranquillity, the calmness of the heart. Because the Way of Tea is a
way to train one's heaf, i.e., to follow a spiritual training througb which one will
attain the state where all acts become natural, Tea becomes one with one's essen-

tial nature (see Section 2.3.7). At the end of the cited passage Rikyû says that one
shall understand the meaning ofthis after several years ofpractising as naturally
as the sun's rays melt the icicles when spring comes'
Furthermore, the idea of naturalness is close to the idea of easiness, described
in the following passage also from Chawashô:

*ütrå

EtuLz..

lcvrl¿ ^F
bàä2..

#z&^Ê*t

=alÈ 6çf..tÈ õ ^ L. tH
=v
LL
Ë. *ftËztEffi ¿ Eñ

Ëftäfli¿ã&pt^
".
nt+6. Ë^ øt¡rf-+Éffi¿-þ-l¿ e ¿ t=ÃS/¡lu¡È.

âÈ. FË'tt

*?!t¿â-ffi¿Ix, frê#-ùãl¿

r*ã'^È +&'

: : l¿ õ

L(. ËË+zËàl¡a(

422

says: chanoyu should resemble an old tree split in two. A person who has
not reached that stat€ is like a green bamboo split in two. t was told that this is the
one
secret teaching ofthe meaning ofTea. After practising Tea over and over again,
naturally anains a style of Tea resembling an old tree. There is nothing more to say. A
green bamboo split in two means that one should concentrate on studies, try all the
means of studying and be innovative'

old Rikyû

It remains unclear what Joshinsai reatly

means with the metaphors

of old tree and

green barrboo, but, according to the text, beginners are like green bamboo. If you
cut the green bamboo it sptits straight and easily until the next knot of the bamboo. This part is a little ha¡d to cut but when broken it splits again easity until the
next knot. These metaphoffi may mean that beginners afe very straight. They
follow the way as the teacher advises without being confused by various questions

422

Chawashô, p.256
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conceming their studies. They are straightforward and sure about everything.

Ever¡hing still looks black and white without shadows, but in this singleIt is
hard to cut neatly; it always changes direction, and line of the cut becomes
r¡neven. This means that the masters of rea do not (have to) follow the rules
of
mindness they do not get lost fiom the way. The old Fee is just the opposite.

Tea literally; they can go their own way. Ever¡hing concerning Tea and studies
in
general is not so simple and staight anymore. However, in this state
all acts have
become natural, and they are able to perform their own style of Tea, which may
be
different from their teacher's Tea. To attain naturalness in all acts, one needs to

study hard, no matter whether one is a'green bamboo' or an ,old tree', because
every age has its own beauty and skill which needs to be taken ca¡e of to get it to
flourish. similarly, if the master stops practising, after some time he will not be a
master anymore. A¡t is continuous practising, a never-ending work to occupy
one's life.

3.2.4. 'Killing both the Buddha and the Patriarchs':
Absolute Freedom of Heart

on the rwenty-eighth day of the second month in 1591, Hideyoshi o¡dered Rikyû
to commit traditional suicide (seppuku).423 rn The Book of Tea, okakura describes
Rikyû's last moments at length:
On the day destined for his self-immolation, Rikiu invited his chief disciples to a læt
t€a-ceremony, Moumfully at the appointed time the gu€sts met at the portico. As they
look into the garden path the trees seem to shudder, and in the rustling of their leaves
are heard the whispers of homeless ghosts. Like solemn sentinels before the gates of
Hades stand the grey stone lantems. A wave of rare incense is wafted ftom the tearoom; it is the summons which bids the guests to enter. one by one they advance and
take their places. In the tokonoma hangs a kakemono a wonderful writing by an
ancient monk dealing with the evanesc€nce of all earthly things. The singing rettù, ..
it boils over the brazier, sounds like some cicada pouring forth his woes to departing
summer, soon the host enters the room. Each in turn is served with te4 and each in
tum silently drains his cup, the host last ofall. According to established etiquette, the
chief guest now asks permission to examine the tea-equipage. Rikiu places the various
articles before them with the kakemono. After all have expressed admiration of their
beauty, Rikiu presents one ofthem to each ofthe assembled company as a souvenir.
The bowl alone he keeps. "Never again shall this cup, polluted by the lips of misfortune, be used by man." He speaks, and breaks the vessel into fragments.
The ceremony is over; the guests with difficulty restraining their tears, take their
last farewell and leavç the room. One only, the nearest and dearest, is requested to remain and witness the end. Rikiu then removes his tea-gown and carefully folds it upon
the mat, thereby disclosing the immaculate white death robe which it had hitberto
concealed. Tenderly he gazes on the shining blade of the fatal dagger, and in exquisite
verse thus addresses it:

-

423

Rikyû Koji Densho in Chadô Shiso Densho 1933, p. 14.
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Welcome to thee'
O sword of etemitY!

Through Buddha
And through Daruma alike
Thou hast cleft ùY waY'
Wittr a smile upon

t'i' íoct Ritiu

passea forttr into the unknown'424

mole'nts and the story
and emoúonally Rikyùs last
Okakura describes beautifully
the passage is not
t"."r, J""m poem. Ttre tristoricat validity of
ends with Rikyûr,s

the focus here, but ,u,no

* ."Lir,g and information conveyed in Rikyù's death

poems'theChinese,.yt"orpo.,oasanintroductionfollowedbythewalrapoern.
quotes only the walrapoem.
in rrr. i"*, above, okakufa

Rikyuleftbehindtwoso.called,lastpoems.,beforehisdeath.Thefustisin

above' We
is a walca poem cited by.gkakura
the Chinese styte anJ tht tt"ond
in more detail to explain Rikyu's
;oems are studieå
need to look at ,h.r;
freedom'
philosophical notion of absolute

;;

SeventY Years of

^tüü+
h4 ftîa

With this sword of treasure

ãËËÊ|l

the Patia¡chs!
I shall kill both the Buddhæ and

TE{ÀJt#

I shall raise it to mY hands

fütv1¿

the onlY sword of mine
ttrat I have gained.

'ÊHEa)

-X)J

And now, t shall
fling it to the sky!

âËË€
X

life

Katsut425

l:m

Firstofall,Iwouldliketodiscussthemeaningandthetranslationoflcatsu|.,
some other sources'

text above as h't ft 'a26In
which is written in the classical
chinese cha¡acters:
i, cno*llÇrir*n,., this is written with the

for instance

3l-33.
acãís tanslated here as't¿fs¿'but
ofthe
tkãlzt1,
Poem
4zs Suzuki 1988, P' 66' The second line
as,løtsut,,
written
usually
are
sound symbols
cording to Suanki these meaningless
that Ri¡aøi ãen
(in modem Chinese). Suzuki saYs
'ho!'
or
(in
German),
sound of a lion
'kwåul', 'bli¿!'
the
Vairarâja,
the sword of
kind of 'kwâtz!': the sound of

424 Okakura

19g9, pp.

l3l-133.

See also lnoue 1984, pP.

fi'l

distinguishes four
gra!¡s' or a sound that serves no PufPose
a bundle of shading
crouching, a sound of a pole or
the word ¡'ti
picture
to the
'trråøcter
3rtfe
426
The 400th Memoriar, p. 2. According

i]"uTti*rr -

*ili'.îïäîi"...'lÅr""., *¡ä,rt

for'powet'

(/¡)

is inside

=ott, ofthe poem
should be *.io.o
no, un"ü"ut. to me. The interpr€tation
scroll' see
the square. no*.u.r,ïtir.haracterrryas
a-hanging
a*.rr po.rää.J y"ig", ^^a" for
is based on trr" picture ;f Rkyû',
is read differentlv: À t[

tt

RffiÏ;jï;;srro' p''' t+' rtJte,i'Jñ-em ( v) t7r â ÉË€x
qflÉË#,i.^îääää æa+iæar¿t'-

also, for example,

(r)ã.

421

r.k#]OO,

o.

,rr.

For turther

infoqlion

1956' pp' 245'252'
lWS,'pp.-Z+O-247; Àwakawa

À

Hirota
on the origins of the book see,

t32
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n w ñ nff, eiki i ki totsu). This is different, though it is pronounced
in the same
way, from the cha¡acter used in RilqÉ's
poem according to the picture of
the scroll
in speciar Exhibition: sen no Ritvtî
a00th Memoríar (1990). Haga writes
-ihe
that this passage is exprained in Hekiganryoru
so that the chinese character
f
and an empty squn'e are separated
into two different

riki i ki

and pronounced
(f / square / fþ). If the chinese cha¡acter fr¿cha¡acters
is written so

that the first
is inside the square, as in Rikyû's poem,
it is actualry pronounced as
kuwa (this pronunciation was used before
the Edoperiod), changing the pronun_
ciation to riki rcn ki. Later on, the pronunciatio
character

(â)

n riki iÆ was cornïonty used arso
for the combination characters, such as
fJ, Efl, [gt, or the chinese character 7!
inside a square' in the classical sources,
*irrro* changing the original meaning of

the characte¡.428 The picture of Rikyû's
letter shows that rre ,rse¿ tt" Iatter one,
and
therefore, it is correct in this conrext.
The chinese character
(ki)used
ft
in this
combination is only u¡ed as a word ending
to emphasise the meaning of the word
preceding it. These kinds of words
imitating sounds are used in chinese poetry
and Buddhist verses to fill out the
necessary number of syflables. Haga
also re_
minds us that it is used in zento describe
the sound that one emits unconsciousry
when one attains enlightenment suddedy.lzr
Haga connects the sword of treasure
to the speciar sword used in seppurat,
ot
mieht refer to Rikyû himself, as it is believed
in this study, tbrough Kokei,s43'
It
(1532-1597) words: 'thirtY_Years
of running without

a break - I h"rr" had enough!,
word 'hôsatf (ffiÐ) is normary ,*in"n
with the
chinese characters fu.Ðmeaning those
few free hours that Zen monks have in
the

(= + + ffi I Ø fr).The

morning and in the evening in the monastery.
The character used in Kokei,s saying
means literally "get tired of" or "have
enough" of something. The last passage
of
the poem, 'kill both the Buddhas and
the paniarchs'refers to absorute freedom

of
heart. Rikyû's poem qlotes the following
poem by chinese Zen master Rinzai
Gigen (ffi FJ
t. , d. 867 , the founder of the R¡nza¡ school):

*

Kill ever¡hing üru, .p$.-il
loï: way. If you meet the Buddh4 kilt the Buddha. If
you meet the patriarchs, kiil the-?atriarcht.
tfyou meet the aråatr [those who have
attained nirvanal
on your way,

kill them, ¡oo.l3l'

428 Haga
1997, pp. 324-33r. Hekiganryoku is chinese

coüection of kôans ûom the song
Hilmat¡u tú2,'pp.32g-32g. eccorainj to riu.i"îru,
the origin of
combination is n unnoikdrotat.T\echinese
;-h.,"";;-l;side a square

dynastv' see arso

this character
actually the result of combination of the two
separat€ characters, a square and the
Unmonkóroku.

f

are
used in

42e Hagat997,p.327.
430

head priest of Dar'ø tuii tempre (Riraaischool),
who gave the Buddhisr name
5:.k.i:*-,!:
'Rikyû' to sôeki in order

.
4Jt

1585 when

Riþû

for him to enter thä mperiat

was 35 years old.

ra"."

íÉ. g",h?ri"gïith Hideyoshi in

Anderson I 991 , p. 47. This is atso mentioned
by Blyth 1960, p. 34.
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Hisamatsu comments on Rilqû's death poems by saying that, 'kill the Buddha, kill
the Patriarchs' indicates the fundamental fomrlessness (non-existence) of the self,

or the self-awareness of formlessness. Since this is called the real Buddha, the
objectively considered physical form ofthe Buddha is, after all, no Buddha at all.
In other words, the Buddha is self-awa¡eness, and self-awareness comes to mean
the formlessness of self-awareness.a32 Kurasawa comments on the passage, 'kill

kill the Patriarchs', that in some sources it is explained to indicate
Riþû's anger toward Hideyoshi, but more probably it refers to absolute selÊ

the Buddhas and

liberation, which he describes with the wordyuge,as3 meaning the staæ of perfect
freedom from the detachments of this world in the Buddhist philosophy. The word
yuge is widely used in Zen-related texts, such as Dentôrolu ot Mumonlcana3a and

also in Taoist philosophy where ¡ar expresses the idea of absolute happiness
achieved through a higher understanding of the nature of things. rn chadô thts
means absolute naturalness in all acts and behaviol¡r in Tea.a3s
Keeping these th¡ee explanations in mind, the sword of treasure may also
refer to Rikyû himself, his Tea and his teachings in general. In the end, Rikyû
encourages us to kill the Buddh4 the Patiarchs, and his own teachings (his lifework for Tea), too, in order to attain absolute freedom. In Hisarnatsu's words, the
'self of no-form', the state of satori, which again represents the formless self or
self-awareness, i.e., the original self. This means that Riþrû desired absolute freedom of the heart as well as ûeedom from all obstacles to the true Te4 but perhaps
he also wished to be free from Hideyoshi's orders.
simila¡ities with ren oxherding Picturesat6 are obvious. Rilqrû was a kind of
oxherd (later in the story an oxherd changes into master Hotei) who goes through
all the stages of the path of leaming (observance of rules, breaking through, and
freedom) in order to attain the absolute freedom, and finally returns to the village.

In the ultimate state, Hotei retums home and sta¡ts sha¡ing with others his food
and everything he owns and knows. In this story, the path of learning is described
as being twofold: first one studies for oneselÇ and in the end one starts sharing

with others. Sharing with others also means that one re-enters the circle of the
path of learning, but this time not for gaining something for oneself but for
sharing one's knowledge with others. Hotei went among the people and sha¡ed
everything he owned and Rikyir did the same. He also spread the modest ruaåi
432 Hlsamltsu
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style of Tea among the com¡non people and created new tea utensils available to
everyone. He stood behind his idea of the austere wabi sty\e of Tea and in o¡der to
transmit it to the later generations he was forced to commit suicide because of the
continuous tension with the de-facto ruler Hideyoshi. Therefore, it may be argued
that there is no on¿ reason or explanation for Rikyû's suicide, but it was rather the
result of a many-sided misunderstanding as well as of problems between Hideyoshi and Rilqû.

Seventy years of life: Rikyu had his sator¡, attained niryâna and absolute
freedom. He had had enough. These two poems by Rikyû have power, vitality,
and energy: he kills the Buddhas and the Patriarchs, and lifu the sword of treasure
and flings it to the sþ! Riþrû's poems show the impermanence of ever¡hing, yet

they convey the idea of a new start and continuity. This power and vitality can be
seen in Riþú's sense of waåi in tea utensils and in general appearance, or even in
the feeling of his Tea as a whole (see Chapter 5). Although, it remains a mystery
what Rikyû really meant with these verses, they can still be said to express
Rikyû's philosophy of the wabi style of Tea in a wide sense.437
The following passage in the Yamanoue Sôjiki also strengthens the idea that

Rikyû considered it essential to attain absolute freedom, this formless self-awareness, in order to create something new and interesting.
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Sôeki says that becoming a master of Te4 one needs to turn mountains into valleys,
West into East; one must break the rules of chanovu and try to attain freedom in order
to create something interesting.

These lines by Rikyû contain ideas similar to those conveyed in his death poems.
At a certain stage in the path of leaming, one needs to stand against one's teacher

claiming'Vy'est to be East' or'mountains to be valleys'. A similar idea was introduced in Yamanoue ,Sójf,ti where the secret transmission of Jô-ô, Dôchin, and

Rikyu on the stages of learning was explained,a3e According to this
437
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passage,

For fl¡rther information, see Kazue 1 985, pp. 1 56-157; Na¡ukawa 1 983, p. 124; Karaki 1989,
pp. 127-1291, Kuwata 1943, p. 16l. Kazue considers that l¡otsul symbolises safori and the
whole poem symbolises attaining absolute freedom: a freedom from the duality of the mundane world (life-death). Narukawa mentions these verses also, but refers to a Kazue's inter-

pretations. Karaki finds an interesting connection to a similar poem which reminds us of
Rikyû's Chinese style of verse, but which has one extra passage describing a thin, bony person who has lost his energy. This last passage stands in opposition to Rikyä's poem. For
Kuwata, Rikyt's verses indicate that it was not easy (these seventy year of life) to go eamestly and firmly toward the knowledge of great wisdom.
Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 102.

Yamanoue Sôjiki, p. 95. Here it says that from forty to fifty one's opinions differ from
the teacher's as the west differs from the east. Compare also with Nanpôroku, p. 8, where it
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opposing one's teacher takes place in one's forties. Breaking the rules is an important factor in attaining absolute freedom; in finding one's true self, the Buddha
nature. Finally, at this point one's Tea becomes fascinating. This is one of the
major differences between the philosophy of Jô-ô and Rikyiu Jô-ô respected the
great masters before him, and keeping their teachings in mind, he found it essential to create something new in Tea. Rikyû also respected his teachers and rules of
chanoyu, which he considered to be the basis or the steps for study. But he also
found it important to keep a distance from one's teacher and to break all the rules
in order to create something really new and interesting. Jô-ô never did go so far as
to leave the teacher and break the rules, but that was the direction in which he also
wished to go, knowing that in the end chanoyu should be like that. Unfortunately,
Jô-ô passed away early, at the age of frfty-four, while Rikyû lived longer, to the
age of seventy. If Jô-ô had lived as long as Rikyû" Tea today would doubtless be
much different.

'in summer try to bring out the feeling of coolness and in winter the feeling of
warmth...' These examples may also sugg€st the preference for contrasting ideas in Rikyû's
Tea, which is more evident in his choice of utensils.
says that

